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Abstract
Mass transfer by molecular diffusion is the basic physical mechanism underlying 
many important areas of chemical engineering and petioleum engineering. In recent 
years, the problem of mass transfer by the mechanism of molecular diffusion in oil 
reseiToirs, when a non-equilibrium gas is injected into the reservoir, has become 
increasingly important. In oil recovery projects, gas is injected into oil reservoirs for 
different reasons such as maintenance of reservoir pressure and enhanced recovery of 
oil. In these two cases the rate of dissolution of a gas such as methane in a quiescent 
body of hydrocarbon oil is conti'olled primarily by the rate of diffusion of the 
dissolved gas from the gas-oil interface into the body of the liquid phase.
In all the above situations, molecular diffusion of gas into liquid or transfer of 
dissolved gas between enriched and heavier liquid phase due to differences in 
compositional gradients between gas and liquid phases is important. The most 
important property required to determine the rate of mass transfer between the two 
phases in all these cases is the molecular diffiision coefficient at high pressure and 
temperature.
The present investigation is aimed at a systematic study of the mechanism of 
molecular diffusion of gases in liquids by measuring the diffiision coefficients of 
methane in dodecane and in a typical Iranian crude oil up to a pressure of 35 MPa and 
at several temperatures. All tests are conducted in an accurate high-pressure diffusion 
cell with “finite-domain” moving boundary behavior. The data acquired is used to 
assess the predictions of various available correlations for diffusion coefficients.
Several liquid hydrocarbon swelling tests comprising dodecane and a typical Iranian 
crude oil as liquids and methane as gas are performed and swelling heights of liquid 
as a result of gas molecular diffusion are measured at various temperatures (T=25°C 
to82° C ) and pressures (P=3.2 to 35 MPa), characterized by a sharp increase in 
volume followed by gradual increase toward the saturation concentration of methane
in the liquid phase. A mathematical model is developed to calculate diffusivities using 
semi-infinite boundaiy conditions. In this model, a variable power profile with time is 
introduced to allow for the moving interface boundaiy. The cunent solutions offer 
significant improvement over those in previous literature that assume a steady-state 
interface boundary condition with a parabolic concentration profile. The proposed 
model offers excellent predictions of experimental data for diffiision coefficients of 
methane-dodecane and crude oil systems.
A computer program using a neural network model is set-up to predict the 
dimensionless diffusivity for special use with more complex systems such as crude oil 
reseiwoir flows in fiactures and mati'ix conditions. The results obtained by this 
software show about ± 2% deviation in comparison with the experimental data from 
the diffiision cell experiments.
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Introduction
1. INTRODUCTION
When a gas and a liquid phase, which are not theiinodynainically in equilibrium, aie 
brought into close contact a transfer of one or more components may occur from the 
gas phase to the liquid or vice versa by the mechanism of moleculai* diffiision. Mass 
ti*ansfer by molecular diffusion is tiie basic physical mechanism underlying many 
important areas of chemical engineering and petroleum engineering. The removal of 
one or more selected components from a mixtuie of gases by absorption into a 
suitable liquid is a major operation of chemical engineering and petroleum industiies. 
Gas absorption is the most widely used method of achieving this task, which is based 
on inter-phase mass transfer contiolled by the rate of molecular diffiision. The 
chemical reaction between gaseous and liquid reactants catalyzed by a solid is called a 
multi-phase reaction in the context of heterogeneous catalytic reactions. A multi­
phase reactor is usually used when the liquid reactant is too non-volatile to vaporize. 
For instance reactors of this type are coimnonly used for hydrogenating and cracking 
of petroleum feed stock of a wide boiling point range. One of the most common 
reactors for multi-phase reactions is the slurry reactor in which catalyst particles are 
suspended in tlie liquid reactant by agitation and gas flow, and the gas phase reactant 
is fed to the reactor through a suitable distributor located at the bottom. The catalyst 
particles ar e very small (-100 jam) and the heat capacity of the liquid is high so that 
isothermal conditions usually prevail. The main external resistance in multi-phase 
reactors lies in the mass transfer across the liquid film smrounding the gas bubbles. 
The reliable prediction of liquid-side mass transfer coefficients is, therefore, one of 
the most important par ameters for optimum and economical overall design of such 
equipment.
In recent years, the problem of mass tr ansfer by the mechanism of molecular* diffusion 
in oil reservoirs, when a non-equilibrium gas is injected into the reservoir, has become 
increasingly important and received significant attention (e.g. Gurger and Mohanty, 
1995; LeGallo et al, 1997). In oil recovery projects, gas is injected into oil reservoirs 
for different reasons such as maintenance of reservoir pressru e and enhanced recovery 
of oil. hr the first case, some of the gas, which is injected into the dome above the oil 
zone, dissolves in the oil, thus lowering its viscosity, surface tension and density.
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These favorable changes resulting from re-pressuring of the oil reservoir have created 
interest in the rate at which the gas may be expected to dissolve under different 
prevailing conditions. Previous investigators (e.g. Hill and Lacy, 1934; Bertram and 
Lacey, 1935; Reamer et al,  1956) have shown that the rate of dissolution of a gas 
such as methane in a quiescent body of hydrocarbon oil is controlled primarily by the 
rate of diffusion of the dissolved gas fr om the gas-oil interface into the body of the 
liquid phase.
In the second case, when gas is injected for the purpose of enhanced oil recovery, 
understanding and modelling of the diffusion process may be of great importance for 
the planning and evaluation of gas injection projects in oil reseivoirs. Furthermore, 
the secondaiy oil recoveiy by gas or water injections always leaves a substantial 
amount of residual oil in the flooded zone. To overcome the disadvantages of 
secondary recovery processes, miscible displacement is used as an alternative. In this 
process, a chemical slug of a certain size is injected into the reseivoir followed by a 
cheap displacing fluid. If the size of the solvent slug is gieater than necessaiy, the 
solvent cost will increase without any compensatory increase in oil recovery. If a 
small size slug is used, some of the oil that could have been produced will be left 
behind. The required slug size and its degiadation depend mainly on the rate of mass 
transfer between slug and oil and between slug and displacement fluid. As the 
flooding progresses, the two mass transfer zones at both ends of the slug grow and 
consequently the slug size decreases.
Most oil reseivoirs in the Middle East are highly fr actured media. In these reseivoirs, 
the dispersive and segiegated flux thiough fractures tends to accentuate compositional 
differences between matrix and fracture hydrocarbons, generating molecular diffusion 
potential. When depleting high relief fractured reseivoirs, important changes in fluid 
saturation pressure may occur due to the segr egation of liberated gas in the fr actures 
and dissolution of free gas in contact with the under-saturated matrix oil. 
Convectional upward flow and diffusion of enriched oil to the secondary gas cap take 
place in parallel with downwaid flow of the resulting heavier oil, after release of 
excess dissolved gas with diffusion of solution gas into under-saturated oils brought in
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contact. In Iran, gas injection into the fractured and under-saturated Bangestan and 
Asmari oil fields in the south of the country has started. The dry gas will be dissolved 
in the fractured and matrix oil, resulting in increasing saturation pressure and oil 
swelling, together with decreasing viscosity and interfacial tension. In these 
conditions, molecular* diffusion of gas dispersed through the fractures is the main oil 
recovery mechanism of matr*ix oil.
hr all the above situations, it is a question of molecular diffusion of gas into liquid or 
transfer of dissolved gas between enriched and heavier liquid phases due to 
differences in compositional gradients between gas and liquid phases. The most 
important property required to determine the rate of mass transfer between the two 
phases in all these cases is the molecular diffusion coefficient at high pressure and 
temperature. Molecular diffusion is more complicated than viscous flow and heat 
conduction because molecular diffusion deals with mixtures. The kinetic theory has 
been shown to be adequate for estimation of momentum diffusivity, thermal 
diffusivity and molecular diffusivity in low pressure gases through the Chapman- 
Enskog theoiy (1939). For low pressures liquid systems, empmcal coirelations are 
used. These correlations are based on the Stokes-Einstein equation, which relates 
inversely the diffusion coefficient and liquid viscosity. An advanced kinetic theory 
(Hirschfelder et al,  1954) predicts that in binary mixtures there will be only a small 
effect of composition. Descriptions of these conelations and conditions for which 
their application has been recommended are summarized by Reid et a l  (1977), and 
Taylor and Krishna (1993).
For high-pressure systems, most theories based on correlations of molecular 
diffusivity fail to perform properly, and for this reason empirical conelations have 
been developed. Unfortunately the available conelations are not suitable for the 
prediction of diffusion coefficients of hydrocarbon gases in hydrocarbon liquids at 
high pressur e and temperature. One of the main reasons for this is the lack of reliable 
high-pressure molecular diffusion experimental data. The data at high pressure are 
still very scarce and fr agmentary; at least in part, a consequence of the difficulty of 
performing these measurements in the laboratory. The ultimate objective of any
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fundamental approach to the problem of molecular* diffusion of gases in liquids is to
be able to predict the diffusion coefficient at high pressure and temperature through
the knowledge and understanding of the processes involved.
1.1. Scope of the present work
Enhanced Oil Recover*y (EOR) techniques may be conveniently grouped into three 
major classifications. These are:
(i) Thermal methods:
Steam stimulation
Steam flooding (including hot water injection) 
hi-situ combustion
(ii) Miscible and immiscible methods
Miscible hydrocarbon displacement 
Carbon dioxide displacement
hiert gas displacement .
Water* flooding
(iii) Chemical methods
Thermal methods are most suitable for the recover*y of very heavy crude oils, where 
moderate increases in temperature result in significant reductions in oil viscosity. 
These methods will be impor*tant in the United States, Venezuela and Canada where 
there are large reserves of heavy crude oil. However, it is unlikely that they will find 
wide application in the Middle East, where light crudes are the predominant type. The 
appropriate EOR technologies in the Middle East are, therefore, the miscible and 
chemical methods. On the basis of the United States National Petioleum Council 
(NPC) study (U.S Department of Energy, 1984), one may conclude that the relative 
contributions of these methods to future EOR production in the Middle East will be 
approximately 70% miscible methods and 30% chemical methods. Miscible flooding 
is therefore the more important EOR technology for the Middle East, and may be 
expected to have increasing relevance on the global scene. Successful implementation 
of these miscible tecliniques will require a more thorough understanding of the
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fundamental processes, which occur when miscible fluids are introduced into oil 
reservoirs. Displacement efficiency of miscible flooding depends on the development 
of favorable phase behavior effects, resulting fi'om mixing between gas and oil. 
Molecular diffusion is responsible for mixing at the pore level and has been shown to 
be an important rate controlling mechanism in miscible flooding.
The aim of the present investigation is to study systematically the mechanism of 
molecular diffusion of gases in liquids by measuring the diffusion coefficients of 
methane in dodecane and in a typical Iranian crude oil up to a pressure of 40 MPa and 
at several temperatmes. All tests will be conducted in an accurate high-pressure 
diffusion cell with “finite-domain” moving boundary behavior. The data acquired will 
be used to assess the predictions of various available correlations for diffusion 
coefficients.
The present understanding of diffusion of gases in liquids in high temperature and 
pressure is far fiom satisfactory. Despite many attempts that have been made to relate 
the transport properties of liquids to the molecular proprieties through the kinetic 
theory and the approach of statistical mechanics, exact theoretical equations aie still 
not available. The main difficulty in the development of the theoiy of diffusion in 
liquids is the lack of a comprehensive theory of liquid stated therefore a wide variety 
of empirical and semi empirical correlations subject to many limitations have been 
proposed to estimate diffusion coefficients of gases in hydrocarbon liquids.
Even though the previous investigations have not been successful in producing a 
generally applicable correlation for the predication of molecular diffusion at high 
pressures, they have nevertheless been successful in identifying the main variables 
affecting on molecular* diffusion. These variables are molecular weight of gases and 
liquids, molar volume of gases and liquids, temperature and pressure. Previous 
investigations show that dependency on these diffusion variables is complex and 
exhibits strong non-linearity. A regression approach may be adopted; however, the 
selection of an appropriate regression equation would be problematic and purely 
empirical.
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In recent yeai*s, there has been an increasing interest in the development of artificial 
neural network computational models for solving such complex problems. These 
networks are non-algoiithmic, analog, and distributive and massively parallel 
information-processing methods that have proven to be powerful pattern recognition 
tools. Since they process data and learn in a parallel and distributed fashion, they are 
able to discover highly complex relationships between several variables that are 
presented to the network. As a model-fiee function estimator, neural networks can 
map input to output no matter how complex the relationship.
In this thesis, a thorough literature review was primarily carried out to find the 
importance of molecular diffusion of gases in liquids at high pressure and temperature 
and the factors and parameters that may affect molecular diffusion in various 
operations. Chapter 2 provides some general aspects and fundamentals relevant to 
molecular diffusion of solute gases in liquids and reviews the most well-known 
correlations for prediction of molecular diffiision at elevated pressures. Chapter 3 is 
concerned with details of experimental equipment and procedures used for measuring 
molecular diffusion at high pressure. Experimental results and factors influencing the 
molecular* diffusion are given and discussed in Chapter 4. In this chapter ' various 
methods of determining molecular diffusion data fiom experimental observations are 
addressed and advantages and disadvantages of these are discussed critically. A 
semi-infinite mathematical model is developed for the prediction of diffusion 
coefficients fiom experimental data at high pressure. The experimental results are 
given in Chapter 4 and the effect of operating pressure on molecular* diffusion is 
discussed. Comparisons between experimental results and the predictions of various 
models are given and discussed. Basic principles of Radial Basis Function neural 
networks are given in Chapter 5. The philosophy that neural networks technique is 
used in the industiies is:
1-Solving of physical problem in a wide range:
Neural Networks provide a generally applicable method solution for solving problems 
such as scientific prediction and categorization. Therefore neural network is a famous 
and appropriate solution among the others.
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2- Innovation of relevant answers for complex problems:
Comparing with standard statistics and decision tree techniques, neural networks are 
more powerful and applicable in a wide range of industries.
3- Ability of working on continuous and discontinuous variables:
Neural networks are able to use continuous and discontinuous variables in input and 
output data.
4- Availability of neural networks softwai e package:
Because of complete structure of neural networks teclmiques very good answers were 
utilized by the help of this method. Therefore, many powerful software have been 
developed on the basis of neuial network techniques.
In this investigation, neural network technique is used for two reasons:
1- Parametric models for prediction of D are very sensitive just on viscosity. But in 
our experiment which has been performed, it was found that many parameter such as 
molecular weight , molai* volume , ... affect on the accuracy of result. In order toI* consider all above paiameters we have to use an alternative approach such as neural 
network modeling.
2- When the number ofcomponentsis lar ge such as in crude o i l , the number of tuning 
parameters will increase and for predicting diffusivity in different crude oil this 
problem will increase. In these cases, parametric models are not reliable. Ater using 
neural network we find that the percentage of error was lower than other models( less 
than 2%)
hr chapter 5 the results of the prediction of this network and the effects of various 
parameters are discussed. Finally, some topics for future investigations will be 
proposed.
Literature Review
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
In the context of the present thesis, diffusivity means mass transfer between a gas and 
a liquid phase. It is the transport of mass due to random molecular motion and is 
independent of any convective forces in the system. The diffusivity of gas in liquid 
has been studied for fundamental puiposes and for the petiochemical and chemical 
industries. It is one of the most important properties required for mass transfer 
calculations, but sadly not much infoimation is available in the literature about the 
specific systems. Therefore, it will take researchers still many years of experiments 
and research to obtain the required data.
In petroleum reseiwoirs, it is necessary to estimate the rate of mass transfer caused by 
molecular diffusion for determining the amount of gas diffusing into oil in gas 
injection projects. Riazi et al. (1994), Sigmund (1976), Grogan and Pinczewski 
(1987), Renner (1988), and Grogan et al. (1988), Zhang and his co-workers (1999) 
have discussed the importance of molecular diffusion in the study of petioleum 
recovery techniques. It is very important to understand the effects of molecular 
diffusion on the total amount and on the rate of gas dissolution in vertical miscible 
floods. The conditions at which the diffusion process is important in comparison to 
dispersion in porous media were discussed by Perkins and Johnston (1963). In the 
calculations of the rate of gas dissolution by diffusion, the diffusion coefficient under 
reseiToir conditions is the most important property. In spite of this, a lack of sufficient 
experimental data on diffusion coefficients at high pressures for multi-component 
mixtures and reseiwoir fluids still exists.
In recent years, the problem of diffiisional mass tiansfer in fi*actured reservoirs when a 
non-equilibrium gas is injected into the reservoir has become increasingly important 
and has received significant attention by the Iranian Oil Company. Understanding and 
modeling of the diffusion process is of great importance to the plamiing and 
evaluation of gas injection projects in naturally fractured reservoirs. Usually for 
economical reasons, natural gas, nitrogen or carbon dioxide if available are more 
suitable for onshore reservoirs. Saidi (1987) discusses some aspects of diffusion in 
naturally fiactured reseiwoirs based on his experience with reservoirs in the Middle
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East. Lagalaye and his co-workers (2002) performed some experiments on the process 
of acid gas diffusion in carbonate fractured reservoirs.
When a soluble gas comes into close contact with a liquid, mass transfer takes place 
fr om the interface to the bulk of the liquid phase as a result of a the concentiation 
gi'adient. The mass transfer continues until the liquid phase is saturated and the 
concentration gradient in the liquid phase is reduced to zero. The one-dimensional 
molar rates of mass transfer due to molecular' motion under steady state and unsteady 
state are given by Pick’s first and second law respectively:
âCJ a = - D ab- ^  (2.1)
The propoi*tionality constant between the flux and the concentration gradient. Dab» is 
the diffusion coefficient or diffusivity of the solute, A, in the liquid phase. The 
diffusion coefficient of methane in hydrocarbon systems is the fundamental value for 
designing successful enhanced oil recovery projects, providing the basis for the 
prediction of mass transfer rates and information on hydrodynamic conditions in the 
system. Despite the importance of diffusion of methane in hydrocarbon systems 
comparatively few studies have been published in the literature on the measurement 
of molecular diffusion coefficients at reservoir conditions. The available data do not 
cover the entire range of temperature and pressure that is of interest in any par ticular 
application. The aim of this chapter is to svmimaiize the work on diffusion coefficients 
of gases into hydrocarbon liquids. For easier understanding, information is presented 
under the headings of experimental and theoretical investigations.
2,1. Experimental investigations
Many experimental methods have been developed for measurement of diffusion 
coefficients in gases and liquids (Reamer and Sage, 1958, Gavalas et al., 1968, 
Schmidt et a l, 1982, Remier, 1988, Nguyen and Farouq-Ali, 1995). There is no
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universal method of calculating the diffusion coefficients from known properties of 
the systems.
Most conventional methods utilised for compositional analysis are time consuming 
and tedious (Moulu, 1989).
Some literature contains data for diffusion of car bon dioxide in liquid hydrocarbons at 
atmospheric pressure over a broad range of liquid viscosities (Hayduk and Cheng, 
1971; McManamey and Woollen, 1973; Davis et a l, 1967; Raj an and Goren, 1967). 
The corresponding data for methane in liquid hydrocarbons are much more limited 
(Renner, 1988). Data for carbon dioxide in water at atmospheric pressure are 
abiuidant, dating back to the 19th century. However, in this review, only the more 
recent data are considered. Pomeroy et al, (1933) and Hill and Lacey (1934) have 
shown experimentally that the rate of solution of a gas such as methane or propane in 
a quiescent body of hydrocarbon oil is controlled primarily by the rate of diffusion of 
dissolved gas fiom the gas-oil interface into the body of the liquid. The rate for such a 
process is given quantitatively up to half-saturation by the equation:
Q = 2C,a J —  (2.3)V n
where Q = quantity of gas which has passed tlu ough the interface
Ce = final equilibrium concentration of gas in solution 
A = area of liquid perpendicular to direction of flow 
D = diffusion coefficient 
t = time
Methods for the estimation of diffusion coefficients of methane and propane in 
various hydrocarbon oils have been suggested.
Bertram and Lacey (1936) have studied the rate of solution of gaseous methane in 
hydr ocarbon oils, which entirely filled the interstices of closely packed silica sands. 
They have shown that this process is substantially the same as for the case of 
quiescent oils in the absence of sand. In the case with sands present, the overall area at 
right angles to the path of diffusion must be multiplied by the fraction of the total
1 1
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volume of the sand body which is occupied by the oil, and by a constant whose value 
is 0.82. The constancy of this factor has only been experimentally verified with 
unconsolidated sands and therefore for a relatively narrow range of porosities. 
Electrical conductance experiments with copper sulfate solutions held in similar* sand 
bodies gave practically the same value of the constant, indicating that the effect of the 
sand is only geometrical.
Reamer et al. (1956) have measiued diffusion coefficients for the transport of 
methane in the liquid phase of the system methane-decane. Studies were made at 
temperatiues between 40 °C and 280 °C for pressures up to 27 MPa (4000 psi). They 
interpreted their results on the basis that no interfacial resistance existed. A 
nomograph for predicting the values of the diffusion coefficient for methane in decane 
at var ious temperatures and pressures has also been proposed.
Tang and Himmelblau (1965) measured the diffusion coefficients of carbon dioxide 
through ethanol-water, benzene, toluene and carbon tetrachloride. The results were 
interpreted in ter*ms of an effective binary diffusion coefficient. Two semi-empirical 
correlations were der*ived with the aid of the absolute reaction rate theor*y to predict 
the effective binary diffusion coefficient from the binary diffusion coefficients of the 
solute in the individual pure solvents.
Brow et al. (1970) measiued the diffusivity of methane in crude oil fiorn the Rangely 
field at 18 MPa (2600 psia) and 70 °C. They reported a diffusion coefficient of 
0.334x10*^ m^/s. This value is similar in magnitude to those for methane in normal 
paraffin solvents measured at atmospheric pressure and temperatures in the range of 0 
to 50 °C reported by Hayduk and Buckley (1972). Sigmund (1976) presented 
measurements of the diffusivity of methane in propane and butane for pressures in the 
range of 1.5 to 20 MPa (220 to 2900 psi) and temperatures from 35 to 105 °C. The 
reported diffusion coefficients are in the range of 1.6x10'^ to 7.6x10'^ mVs. These 
values are considerably higher than the diffusivities for methane in normal paraffins 
measured at atmospheric pressure (Brow et a l, 1970). Solvent viscosity for 
Sigmund’s (1976) conditions, however, is considerably lower than that for the
1 2
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atmospheric pressure measurements, which shows diffusivity to increase with 
decreasing solvent viscosity (Hayduk and Cheng, 1971). Thus the evidence available 
suggests that diffusivities for methane at high pressures are not greatly different from 
those measured at atmospheric conditions provided that solvent viscosities are similar. 
Hayduk and Cheng (1971) measured diffusivities of ethane in normal hexane, 
heptane, octane dodecane and hexadecane at 25 °C and atmospheric pressure. 
Measurements were made by means of the steady state capillary cell teclinique. The 
general relation between diffusivities in dilute liquid solutions and solvent viscosities 
for non-complexing systems was reviewed. It was found that in general diffusivity 
and solvent viscosity were not inversely related but that the diffusivity depended on 
the solvent viscosity raised to some power, which was depending on the diffusing 
substance. Neither temperature nor solvent molecular weight or molar volume was 
required to describe the observed relationship between diffusivities and solvent 
compositions.
The concentration of carbon dioxide in oil is the most important effect in the 
immiscible displacement of oil by carbon dioxide gas since it was found by Rojas 
(1985 ) that among other mechanisms, an increase in the carbon dioxide concentration 
in oil leads to an increase in oil recovery. This is tr ue because the presence of carbon 
dioxide in oil greatly reduces the viscosity of the liquid and promotes the swelling of 
the oil. Viscosity reduction and swelling of the oil lower the water-oil mobility ratio, 
consequently leading to an increased oil recovery.
Denoyelle and Bardon (1984) published carbon dioxide diffusion coefficients for two 
stock-tank oils at elevated temperature and pressure. The reported diffusion 
coefficients of carbon dioxide in oil that are some 5 to 10 times higher than those 
measured at atmospheric conditions. They concluded that measurements of diffusivity 
at atmospheric conditions can not be used as reasonable estimates of diffusivity at 
high pressures and temperature. That conclusion is at variance with the work of de 
Boer et al. (1984) who observed that diffusion rates of carbon dioxide in crude oil at 
elevated pressmes were consistent with calculated rates derived from diffusion 
coefficients measured at atmospheric pressure, provided that the system was clean and
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that there was no precipitation of asphaltenes. Asphaltenes were observed to foim a 
highly resistive layer at the oil/water interface, which greatly reduced the mass 
transfer rate. Thus uncertainty remains concerning the magnitude of diffusion 
coefficients at reservoir conditions and the relationship that these coefficients have to 
the corresponding measurements at atmospheric conditions. Such a relationship is 
important because diffusion coefficients at high pressme and temperature are difficult 
to measure, and because, in contrast to the scarcity of experimental data available for 
high pressure and temperature, a large body of data measured at atmospheric pressure 
exists for systems of interest to process and reservoir engineers.
In addition, Lansangan and Smith (1991) showed that the presence of a contaminant 
gas in carbon dioxide affects the diffusion rate of carbon dioxide into a hydrocarbon 
liquid. They worked on the diffusion of a 10 rnole-% nitrogen -  90 rnole-% carbon 
dioxide mixtur e in oil and showed that the diffusion rate of carbon dioxide drastically 
decreased with the presence of nitrogen, which formed a stagnant phase through 
which carbon dioxide had to diffuse before contacting the liquid phase. This lowered 
the interfacial equilibrium carbon dioxide concentr ation, decreasing the rate of mass 
transfer, even at low nitrogen concentration. Studies conducted by Anada (1980) to 
investigate the use of flue gas (containing mainly nitrogen and carbon dioxide) 
showed that flue gas may be used in place of pure carbon dioxide for shallow heavy 
oil reservoirs. Anada (1980) also provided explanations on the phenomena that may 
occur when flue gas is used in place of pure carbon dioxide. He explained that while 
the carbon dioxide component of flue gas dissolved in oil to reduce liquid phase 
viscosity, the nitrogen component provided the energy for driving the mobilized oil.
Spivak and Chima’s (1984) simulation studies showed that only a small volume of 
nitrogen in the 82 mole-% carbon dioxide -  18 mole-% nitrogen mixture dissolved in 
Wilmington oil at 6.9 MPa and 49° C and that the viscosity reduction was less due to 
the decreased solubility of carbon dioxide in oil in the presence of nitiogen. They also 
noted that the gas breakthiough was earlier, the recoveiy was lower, and the 
compositional fronts were more dispersed as compared to those for pure carbon
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dioxide. They explained that nitrogen was essentially insoluble in oil and contributed 
to an increased free gas saturation at any point of injection.
Renner (1988) developed a method for measiuing molecular diffusion coefficients of 
caibon dioxide and other gases in consolidated porous media at pressuies up to 5.8 
MPa (850 psi). Experimental diffusion coefficients are reported for carbon dioxide in 
decane, carbon dioxide in 0.25N sodiiun chloride and for ethane in decane. All 
experiments were conducted in Berea cores saturated with the liquid phase at 37 °C. 
Cores were oriented both vertically and horizontally to asses the effect of gravity- 
induced convection on the observed mass transfer. Apparent diffusion coefficients for 
carbon dioxide in liquid hydrocarbon were essentially independent of pressure and 
appear to be representative of combined molecular diffusion and gravity-induced 
convection processes. The experimental diffusion coefficients obtained from this 
study have also been correlated empirically, together with literature data for methane, 
ethane and propane as a function of liquid viscosity and theimophysical properties of 
the diffusion gases.
Grogan et al. (1988) reported the results of measuiements of the diffusivity of carbon 
dioxide in liquid hydrocarbons and water at 25 °C, for pressures up to 6 MPa (870 
psi). The measurements were made with techniques based on the direct obseiwation of 
the motion of an interface caused by the diffusion of carbon dioxide through oil. 
Diffusion coefficients were determined by fitting the mathematical models to the 
observed motion of the interfaces. Congélations for diffusion coefficients in liquids at 
atmospheric pressure were shown to give reasonable estimates of diffusion 
coefficients for carbon dioxide in fluids at high pressures. The measured diffusion 
coefficients and mathematical models are used to assess the impact of diffusive 
mixing on carbon dioxide floods at various length scales to examine the relationship 
between laboratory-scale corefloods and field scale displacements.
Hafskjold and Helbæk (1993) developed and constructed essential NMR (Nuclear* 
Magnetic Resonance) and high-pressme equipment for diffusion measurements, and 
to provide accurate self-diffusion data for binar*y and multi-component mixtures of
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selected gaseous and liquid hydrocarbons under high pressure and at elevated 
temperatures. Self-diffusion coefficients have been measured at various temperatures, 
pressures and compositions for binary mixtures of methane/hexane, ethane/hexane, 
methane/octane, ethane/octane, methane/decane, and ethane/decane and in a ternary 
system of methane/benzene/hexane. The operating pressure varied between 30 MPa 
and 50 MPa at two temperatures of 30 °C and 60 °C. They reported results ranging 
from 9.1x10'^^ to 1.05x10’^  rnVs, and compared their results with the prediction of the 
correlation of Sigmund (1976). Significant deviations are observed between 
calculated and experimental data.
Based on a set of experimental data, Riazi et al. (1994) developed a complex 
mathematical model for estimating the amount of mass transfer in a matrix-ffacture 
system when a non-equilibrium gas is injected into a naturally fractured reservoir. 
Two cases are considered; first when gas in the fracture is stagnant, and second when 
there is a high flow of gas in the fracture. A single mass transfer coefficient has been 
introduced for both liquid and gas phases for a specified system, which theoretically 
depends on the gas flow rate in the fr acture.
Nguyen and Faroug-Ali (1998) conducted an experimental study to investigate the 
effect of nitrogen on the rate of mass transfer of carbon dioxide into Aberfeldy crude 
oil by measuring the solubility and diffusivity of impure carbon dioxide gas 
containing nitrogen as the contaminant gas. They concluded that the presence of 
nitrogen reduces tlie solubility and diffusivity of carbon dioxide, which decrease with 
increasing nitrogen content.
Zhang and his co-workers (1999) developed a simpler experimental teclmique than 
Riazi’s method for measuring gas diffusion coefficients in heavy oils. They evaluated 
the feasibility of the method by monitoring the pressme change in a PVT cell. The 
PVT cell used by Zhang et al. is quite similar to the one used in the present 
experiments. It is an air-tight container made of stainless steel which is filled with the 
crude oil and the gas. As the gas is filled into the cell, a high pressure is created. The 
equipment is then left to stand for a period of time. As time passed, the pressure in the
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container will dr op until it has reached equilibrium. Gas diffusivity is thus calculated 
from the measured pressure drop.
2.2. Prediction of diffusion coefficients of gases in liquids
For high temperature and pressure systems, most theoiy-based coiTelations fail to 
perfbim properly, and for this reason empirical correlations have been developed. A 
theory for estimating diffusion coefficients in liquids is not possible at present 
because a conclusive theory of the liquid state is still unavailable. It is generally best 
to have a predictive theory of diffusion, which combines theoretical and empirical 
considerations to yield workable predictions along with fundamental understanding. 
Investigations done at low temperature and pressure were reviewed and discussed by 
Taylor and Krishna (1993) and Reid and Sherwood (1987). There is still great 
uncertainty when predicting diffusion coefficients of gases in liquids even at low 
pressure and temperature. Normally, two steps are employed to estimate diffusion 
coefficients of gases in liquids at high temperature and pressure. First the infinite 
dilution diffusion coefficient, Dab^ , is calculated from one of the predictive methods. 
The value of the diffusion coefficient at the desired condition is then estimated with 
one of the correlations proposed to relate the effect of operating variables on the 
diffusion coefficient.
2.2.1. Infinite dilution diffusion coefficient
In contrast to the case for gases, where an advanced kinetic theory is available for 
explaining molecular motion, theories of the structure of liquids and their transport 
characteristics are still inadequate to permit a rigorous treatment. Inspection of 
published experimental values for liquid diffusion coefficients at low pressure reveals 
that they are several orders of magnitude smaller than gas diffusion coefficients and 
that they depend on concentration due to the changes in viscosity with concentration 
and changes in the degree of ideality of the solution. Certain molecules diffuse as 
molecules while others, which are designated as electrolytes, ionize in solutions and 
diffuse as ions.
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Two theories, the Eyiing “hole” theory and the hydi'odynamic theory, have been 
postulated as possible explanations for diffusion of non-electrolyte solutes in low- 
concentration solutions. In the Eyring concept the ideal liquid is treated as a quasi­
crystalline lattice model interspersed with holes. The transport phenomenon is then 
described by a unimolecular rate process involving the jumping of solute molecules 
into the holes within the lattice model. These jumps are empirically related to 
Eyring’s theory of reaction rate (Glasstone et aL, 1941). The hydrodynamic theory 
states that the liquid diffusion coefficient is related to the solute molecule’s mobility; 
that is, to the net velocity of the molecule while under the influence of a unit driving 
force. The laws of hydrodynamics provide relations between the force and the 
velocity. An equation that has been developed from hydrodynamical theory is the 
Stokes-Einstein equation (Welty et aL, 1984).
The empirical corTelations developed for low pressure gas-liquid systems are hence 
based on the Stokes-Einstein (1901) equation in which diffusivity and solvent 
viscosity are inversely related:
where Dab^ is the diffusion coefficient of component A infinitely diluted in solvent B, 
Kb is the Boltzmami constant, ps is the viscosity of the solvent, and r*A is the radius of 
the diffusing molecules. This simple relation is valid only if the molecules of the 
diffusing species are very large compared to the solvent molecules (Evans et al., 
1981). It has been successful in describing the diffusion of colloidal par ticles or large 
round molecules tlnough a solvent, which behaves as a continuum relative to the 
diffusing species. This restriction is one of the assumptions made in the derivation of 
equation (2.4).
The results of the Eyring “hole” and the hydrodynamic theories can be rear ranged into 
the general form:
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= (2.5)
in which f(v ) is a function of the molecular volume of the diffusing solute at normal 
boiling point. Empirical correlations, using the general form of equation (2.5), have 
been developed which attempt to predict infinite dilution diffusivities of solutes in 
liquids in terms of the solute and solvent properties. Wilke and Chang (1955) have 
proposed the following correlation for non-electrolytes in an infinitely dilute solution:
DlMB 7.4xlO -y(M W ,C )
r y  ^  0.6
The authors claimed that 155 data points for 123 different solute-solvent systems aie 
expressed by the correlation with an average deviation of 12% between calculated and 
observed results. Equation (2.6) is perhaps tlie most frequently used correlation for 
liquid diffusion coefficients.
Eliminating the association parameter Scheibel (1954) modified the Wilke-Chang 
(1955) coirelation to give:
8.2x10"' 3 
D Lug 1 (2.7)
Reddy and Dorarswamy (1967) also suggested a set of equations by modifying the 
Wilke-Chang conelation. They replaced the association parameter (|) by the squaie 
root of the solvent molai* volume:
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Average errors of 13.5% for equation (2.8) applied to 76 systems and 18% for 
equation (2.9) with 20 systems were found when compaiing values calculated with 
the proposed correlations with experimental data. Diffusivities in liquids at moderate 
pressures aie about 10^- 10^  times lower than those in gases. At higher pressures 
this ratio reduces significantly for near critical systems.
2.2.2. Diffusion coefficients at high concentration (i.e. high pressure)
In reviewing past attempts to obtain a correlation that would meet the requirements 
for high pressure and temperature, there are some indications that a conesponding 
states approach may have the best chance for success. The correlations, which are 
following the corresponding states relation are of the fomi:
pD0^0 =F(P,.T^.Z,) (2.10)p“D AB
Reviewing the existing literature shows that relationsliips of this type are used 
extensively to coirelate both mutual and self-diffusion data for a variety of systems 
over a wide range of operating conditions. Some of the most important conelations of 
this type are summarized in the following.
Slattery and Bird (1958) generalized chart
Slatteiy and Bird (1958) developed a generalized chait for estimation of diffusion 
coefficients in dense gases. Their chait is based on the Enskog theoiy and on real gas 
viscosity and volumetiic data. The equation on which they base their chart may be 
written in the following foim:
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1
l^ l + 0.8y + 0.761y^ (2.11)
where y = pboY 
V
Y =
V - b ' + (v + b)RT
1 +
RT %
Z = compressibility factor
p/po = ratio of dense gas viscosity to dilute gas viscosity
pDy
p "D1b
density-diffusivity product, which is equal to:
ratio of dense gas density-diffusivity product to dilute gas
PD
Ot O^P"D = ZAB (2.12)
The generalized compressibility tables of Lydersen et al. (1955) and the charts of p/po 
by Carr et al. (1955) and Comings et al. (1954) were used by Slattery and Bird (1961) 
to construct the original generalized self-diffusivity chart. The generalized chart 
constructed in this manner is shown in Figure 1. The chart extends to a reduced 
pressure of 5 and is based on few experimental data. In a strict sense the original chart 
was designed only for the estimation of self-diffusion coefficients in single 
component gases. However, as Bird (1956) has suggested, the chart might also be 
used to estimate mutual diffusion coefficients in binary mixtures by defining pseudo- 
critical pressures and temperatures. Such an approach has previously been used with 
reasonable success to estimate both compressibilities and viscosities in multi- 
component mixtures. However, as pointed out by Reid and Sherwood (1987), it has 
up to the present time been difficult to assess the reliability of the original chart with 
respect to the prediction of diffusivities. This has been especially tr ue for binary dense
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gas diffusion coefficients for which few data have been available. Later, this chart 
was recommended in the APT Technical Data Book (1977) for estimation of binary 
diffusion coefficients of dense hydrocarbon systems.
T,=3
T = 2
0.8
T = 1 . 4
o  <
CL
0.4
T = I
0.2
0.50.1 5
Figure 1. Generalized chart for diffusion coefficients at high pressures (Slattery and 
Bird)
Dawson et aL (1970) correlation
Dawson et al. (1970) measured self-diffusion coefficients of methane from 150 to 350 
K and from 1.4 to 34 MPa (200 to 5000 psi) with the exclusion of the critical region. 
They found that the density-diffiisivity product, pD, remains constant at constant 
temperature below the critical density and drops as the density increases above the 
critical value. The shape of the pD versus p curves is nearly independent of 
temperature. The self-diffusion data below the critical density agree well with results 
of the Chapman-Enskog theory (1931) provided the experimental value of density is 
used. The Lennard-Jones parameters calculated fi*om the data agree well with those 
found by other methods. The following correlation is developed based on their own 
self-diffusion coefficients of methane and the data of Oosting (1968):
2 2
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| ^  = l + 0.329826p-1.15006p^ -6.99167p’ (2.13)P"D AB
where poDo is the low-pressme density diffusion product which is to be calculated 
from the Chapman-Enskog theoiy.
Sigmund (1976) correlation
Sigmund (1976) reported some experimental data for binary diffusion coefficients of 
dense hydiocaihons up to 14 MPa (2000 psi) pressme and 105 °C (220 °F). For the 
first time, they combined liquid binary diffusivities with those of gases in tenns of 
reduced density in the following form:
„ ^ -  = 0.99589 + 0.096016p, -0.22035pJ +0.032874p’ (2.14)p“D AB
where poDo is the zero pressure limit of the density-diffusivity product. The values of 
poDo may be obtained fr om extrapolation of values of pD at each temperature to zero 
density, from low pressure experiments at each temperature or from the Chapman- 
Enskog theoiy. For a binary mixture of A and B:
2.2648x10"".
.0r \0
+
P^Dab = MWa MWg;
(2.15)
^AB^
where:
c^ ab= ^ ^ 4 ^  (2.16)
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^AB — 0.703 1 + 1 . 0 5 ^  KT (2.18)
and
£ ab_= /£a. .£ b_ 
K V K K
6, 3.6^L = 6 5 jT aZ a
(2.19)
(2.20)
The reduced densities used in equation (2.14) were calculated from the expression:
PPr = Pc (2.21)
where pc is the molar critical density and p the molar density of the diffusing mixture 
at its average mole fraction of methane. The values of p were obtained from the 
experimental data of Sage et a l (1940) and the value of pc from the congelation for 
binary critical volumes of Prausnitz et a l (1968). The correlation is:
Pc
1 (2.22)
Vo„, =e.,V c, +e,VcB +0AeB(vcA+VcB> AB (2.23)
0A and 0B are the surface fr actions of components A and B and are given by:
Ya (2.24)
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Sigmund (1976) used his correlation to construct a new generalized chart for 
estimation of diffusion coefficients in dense gases and liquids based on both self and 
mutual diffusion data, as has been suggested by Bird (1956). The generalized 
compressibility tables of Lydersen et a l (1955) with Zc=0.27 were then used to 
calculate the values shown in his chart. To illustrate the differences of the various 
predictive methods, which have been discussed above, a plot of (pD)/(poDo) versus 
reduced density, pr, for each method is shown in Figure 2. For the purposes of 
comparison, the curves generated from each equation were for the system methane- 
normal butane at a temperature of 71 and a mole fr action of 0.9 of methane. 
Examination of the curves in Figure 2 indicates that a consistent trend exists in all 
these correlation. At reduced densities up to 1 the approximate dense gas molecular’ 
theoi*y (ADGMT) and the correlation of Sigmund (1976) are in good agr eement with 
each other, and the paiameter (pD)/(poDo) is almost independent of the reduced 
density of the system, while the Thorne-Enskog theory predicts that (pD)/(poDo) 
decreases with reduced density. At reduced densities of about 2 the Thorne-Enskog 
theory and the Sigmund conelation are in reasonable agreement. In this region the 
ADGMT predicts results, which are approximately 30% too high. At reduced 
densities of about 2.5 both the ADGMT and the Thorne-Enskog theoi’y predict results, 
which are considerably higher than the Sigmund correlation. Figure 2 also shows a 
drastic reduction in reduced diffusivity, (pD)/(poDo), when the reduced density 
increases from 2 to 3. Therefore, a slight change in density causes a much higher 
deviation of the predicted diffusivities in liquid systems. This strong dependency of 
diffusivity on density becomes very important when predicted values of densities ar e 
used. Extrapolation of Sigmund’s correlation shows that diffusivity approaches zero 
at a reduced density of about 3.5, which is not correct for oil reservoirs.
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Sigmund’s (1976) correlation found practical applications in mass transfer 
calculations for reservoir systems because it was claimed by the author that it could 
be used for both liquids and gaseous systems at high pressures. However, most data 
used in his correlation for liquid systems were at atmospheric pressure. He reported 
absolute average deviations of 40% for liquid diffusivities and 1 0 % for gas 
diffusivities when using his correlation. Although Sigmund’s correlation is the most 
convenient correlation available in the literature for estimating high-pressure 
diffusivities for gases, for high-pressure liquid systems it grossly overpredicts the 
correct values, particularly for systems in which a gas is dissolved in liquid 
hydrocarbons at high pressures. Riazi et aL (1993) critically examined Sigmund’s 
correlation and stated that equation (2.14) predicts diffusivities of gases dissolved in 
liquid hydrocarbons at high pressures which are 80-100% higher than reported 
experimental values.
CH4 -Dodecane system
Q
Q .
0.6
0.4 - Thorne-Enskog (1939) 
Riazi et al. (1993)
-  Sigmund (1976)
-  Woessner et al. (1969) 
Experiment
0.2
0,01 0.1 1 5
Pr
Figure 2. Comparison of density- diffusivity product ratio from various correlations 
for the CH4-UC4H 10 system
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Da Silva and Belery (1989) correlation
To avoid physically impossible negative values at high reduced molar densities, Da 
Silva and Beleiy (1989) modified the Sigmund (1976) correlation by replacing the 
Sigmund reduced density functionality with a decreasing exponential function for 
reduced densities greater than or equal to 3. This value corresponds roughly to the end 
of the range of experimental data investigated by Sigmund. It follows that diffusion 
coefficients for pr>3 are given by:
pD
.OtaO
AB
P"D = 0.18839 ex p (3 -p r ) (2.26)AB
Hafskjold and Helbæk (1993) compared the prediction of the Da Silva and Belery 
(1989) extended Sigmund correlation with experimental data. The results of this 
comparison are summarized in Figure 3, indicating that neither equation (2.26) nor 
, equation (2.14) predict the diffusion coefficients of methane in decane satisfactorily.
 Sigmund (1976) Correlation
 Da Silva and Belery (1993) Correlation
□  Experiment
0.8
Q
0.6
0.4
□□0.2
1 2 3 60 4 5
Pr
Figure 3. Comparison of the prediction of the Da Silva and Belery (1989) and 
Sigmund (1976) correlations with experimental data
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Riazi et aL (1993) correlation
Riazi et a l (1993) proposed two different conelations to estimate diffusion 
coefficients for hydrocarbon systems. The authors suggested that these conelations 
can be used for both gases and liquids up to a pressure of about 40 MPa (6000 psi).
Their first correlation is obtained from the modification of the conelation of Sigmund 
(1976):
pDO-n.0 = 1.0644-0.1228p,-0.1118p,^+0.01983p’ (2.27)
AB
in which the reduced density is defined as:
Pr = (2.27)
Here, Vc is the critical molar volume and p is the mixture molar density. Perhaps the 
most important relationship between diffusivity, viscosity and density of a system is 
the Schmidt number, p/(pD). They represented this relationship at high pressure as:
pD (2.29)
Low pressme density-diffusivity products poDo can be calculated from the Chapman- 
Enskog equation (2.15). Riazi et a l (1993) recommended that the collision integral, 
Q a b .  be calculated from:
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+ 0.193exp(-0.47635T%g) +1.76474exp(-3.8941 lT%g)
(Tab) ' (2.30)
+ 1.03587 exp(-1.52996T%g)
where
TIb = —  (2.31)A^B
8ab is also defined by equation (2.19). Based on 283 data points fiom the literature, 
Riazi et al. (1993) revised equation (2.29) to apply to both gas and liquid systems:
=1.07
/-  \b+ cP,
,/^ o y
(2.32)
where
P r = — , b = -0.27-0.38o) and c = -0.05 + 0.1m (2.33)Pc
For a binary system of components A and B with mole fraction xa and xb pseudo- 
critical properties aie given by:
Pc = XaPca + XbPcb and m = x^m^ + Xg^B (2.34)
Although most experimental data which were used in the development of equation
(2.29) were for hydrocarbon systems at low pressuie, the authors claimed that it can 
also be used for hydrocarbon and non-hydrocarbon systems over a wide range of 
pressure.
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Hayduk et al. (1973) correlation
Hayduk et a l (1973) measured the diffusivities of propane gas in a variety of organic 
solvents. They have shown that for each diffusing substance the following relation 
between diffusivity and solvent viscosity exists:
(2.35)
where constants Ci and Cz vaiy from one substance to another. For dilute solutions 
where experimental diffusivities aie more accurate, solvent viscosity is almost the 
same as solute-solvent mixture viscosity. The parameters Ci and Cz were obtained 
from analysis of their experimental data by Hayduk et a l (1973) as follows:
D ab =0.591 X1 0 - ' ( 2 . 3 6 )
This equation is expected to apply at any temperature in the range of 0 to 50° C and to 
any solvent with the exception of solvents in which molecular* interactions are 
extreme such as water.
Swapan and Butler (1996) correlation
There are abundant resources of bitumen and heavy oil in Canada and Venezuela, 
which may be potential sources of petroleum products in this century. Due to their 
high viscosities (10"^  -  10  ^ MPa.s or even higher) these cr*udes are highly immobile 
and in the vast majority of these reservoirs they are semisolid at reservoir 
temperatures. The in situ recovery of these huge resources necessitates the reduction 
of viscosity. In the newly developed “VAPEX” vapor extraction process, vaporized 
hydrocarbon solvents e.g. ethane, propane and butane, are used to extract these 
crudes. Diffusion plays a vital role in the Vapex process. Swapan and Butler (1996) 
used a Hele-Shaw cell [an instrument which is used for experimental tests] to obtain
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empirical correlations for the diffusivities of propane and butane in Peace River 
bitumen. The following relationship for diffusivity was obtained:
Dab =4.13 xlO“‘V " ‘“ (2.37)
Equation (2.37) similar to the conelation of Hayduk et al (1973), is a function of the 
mixture viscosity, which in turn is a function of concentration and temperature of the 
system.
Grogan et aL (1986) correlation
Grogan et a l (1986) reported measurements of the diffusivity of caibon dioxide in 
hydrocarbons and water at high pressure. The measurements were made by the direct 
observation of the motion of an interface caused by the diffusion of carbon dioxide 
tlnough oil or oil shielded by water. Measured diffusion coefficients are reported for 
caibon dioxide in pentane, decane and hexadecane at 25 °C and pressuies up to 6 
MPa. They reported that the Stokes-Einstein equation provides reasonable estimates 
of the diffusivity of carbon dioxide in water at high pressure:
Dab =5.72x10-'^—  (2.38)Pw
They concluded that in tertiary floods, where there is no precipitation of asphaltene 
which foiin a resistive layer at the oil-water interface, the transport of carbon dioxide 
thi'ough the water phase is the rate-controlling step in swelling residual oil. They also 
reported that the diffusivity of carbon dioxide in pure hydrocarbons at high pressure is 
dependent primarily on solvent viscosity. From this they also concluded that the 
empirical correlation of McManamey and Woollen (1973) for the diffusivity of 
carbon dioxide in hydrocarbon solvents in tenns of solvent viscosity, developed from
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measurements at atmospheric pressure, provides realistic estimates for the diffusion 
coefficient at reservoir conditions.
Dab =1.41xlO-'V^'" (2.39)
Good agreement is reported between the experimental data and the prediction of 
equation (2.39) for difftision coefficients of caibon dioxide in hydiocarbon solvents.
Renner (1988) correlation
An in-situ method for measuring molecular diffusion coefficients of carbon dioxide 
and other gases in consolidated porous media was developed and described by Renner 
(1988). Experimental diffusion coefficients are reported for caibon dioxide in decane 
up to 5.86 MPa (850 psia), for carbon dioxide in 0.2 N brine, up to 5.86 MPa (850 
psia), and for ethane in decane up to 4.14 MPa (600 psia). All tests were perfonned in 
Berea cores saturated with the liquid phase at 311 K. Renner (1988) correlated the 
experimental diffusion coefficients obtained from this study together with literature 
data for methane, ethane and propane as a function of liquid phase viscosity and 
thermophysical properties of the diffusing gases:
D^=ap:pPMW%V^P=r (2.40)
Statistical analysis of all combinations and permutations of equation (2.40), 
containing from one to six of the correlating parameters, indicated that liquid 
hydrocaibon viscosity, moleculai* weight of gas, molar volume of gas, pressure and 
temperature all highly coirelated with the diffusion coefficient. Gas viscosity was not 
found to be statistically significant in the correlation. A least squares fit of all the data 
as a function of pB, MWa, Va, P and T according to equation (2.40) and (3=0 leads to 
the following relationship :
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D ab =  10"" ^-0-4562jy[^-0.6898y-1.706p-1.831-p4.524 ( 2 .4 1 )
Note that original units have been retained for the vaiiables in equation (2.41): p in 
cP; MW in g/gmole; Va in cmVgmole; P in psia and T in K.
Most of these methods and correlations for estimating diffusion coefficients of dense 
fluids are based on experimental data, which sometimes differ for a given system by 
more than 100% from one soui'ce to another. For example Sigmund (1976) reports 
3x10'^ m^/s for methane -  propane at 311 K and 7.4 MPa (1069 psi), while Graue 
(1965) reports 0.7x10'^ nf/s for the same system imder the same conditions. This 
difference is much greater for the case of liquid systems at high pressure. The 
concentiation dependency of binary diffusion coefficients is much greater for liquid 
systems than it is for gases. Reported experimental diffusivities for liquids may be 
considered reliable at very low solute concentrations. Lack of sufficient experimental 
data on diffusion coefficients at high pressures has limited the attempts to develop 
methods for estimating this important propeity. The main objective of this work is to 
improve the understanding of mass transfer at high pressure and temperature by 
measuring the diffusion coefficients of methane in dodecane over a wide range of 
operating pressure and temperature. The results can be used to examine the limits of 
the models suggested by the various investigators and to assist in attempts to develop 
a model for the prediction of diffusion coefficients of gases in liquids at high 
pressures.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE
Over the years, several methods have been developed to measure the diffusivity of 
gases in liquids. Unfortunately, most of these methods are applicable only for 
pressui'es less than 6800 kPa (1000 psia). Less information is available for measuring 
the diffusivity at high pressure. Some of these methods are surmnarized here.
Johnson and Babb (1956) provide a comprehensive review of some of the earlier 
methods for measuring diffusion coefficients, including the widely used diaphragm 
cell teclmique and methods based on refractive index. The diaphragm cell consists of 
two chambers separated by a porous frit or sintered glass diaphragm. The solute is 
transferred from one chamber to the other and the rate of change of concentration of 
solute in the chambers is used to calculate solute diffusivity. This requires efficient 
stirring of the contents in the chambers for accurate determination of diffusivity. 
Above methods cannot be applied at the high pressure conditions of specific interest 
in miscible flooding because of the difficulty of directly measuring concentration 
changes at high pressure. Refractive index or interferometric methods measure the 
gradients in fluid refractive index, which occur when two liquids with different 
compositions are contacted across a sharp interface. These gradients are related to 
concentration gradients and are used to calculate accurate diffusion coefficients 
(Tyrrell, 1961). Ertl et al. (1974) describe more recent developments in experimental 
techniques, including the use of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) in which the 
diffusion coefficient is determined by analysis of the motion of molecules in a strong 
magnetic field. Most of these methods have been developed to measure diffusion 
coefficients at atmospheric pressure and ambient temperature. The NMR method has 
been successfiilly employed to determine diffusivity at high pressure (Ertl et W., 
1974), but is limited by the sophistication and expense of the equipment required.
Sun and Chen (1985) used the Taylor dispersion method, which relates the molecular 
diffusion coefficient to the obsei'ved dispersion of a solute in a fluid flowing slowly 
thi'ough a tube in laminar flow, to measure the diffusion coefficient of aromatic 
hydrocarbons in liquid cyclohexane from 25 to 250 °C and pressuies up to 3,44
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MPa (500 psia). This method is suitable only for determining trace diffusion 
coefficients i.e. the concentration of solute in the flowing liquid must be low.
The diffusivity of carbon dioxide in water between 18.5 and 75 °C was determined 
by Thomas and Adams (1964) using a laminar jet technique. The measuied diffusion 
coefficients conelated well with the Wilke-Chang equation i.e. the Stokes-Einstein 
equation written for water (Bird et a l, 1960). Measurements also agreed well with 
those of Unver and Himmelblau (1964) for cai*bon dioxide diffusion coefficients in 
water from 6 “C to 65 °C, which where also measur ed using a laminar jet technique.
Davies et a l (1967) used a short wetted wall column to rneasme the diffusion 
coefficient of carton dioxide in several organic liquids at 25 °C and atmospheric 
pressure. McManamey and Woolen (1973) report diffusivities for carbon dioxide in 
organic liquids at 25 °C and 50 using the imsteady state capillary cell technique.
Ruiz-Bevia et a l (1985) and Mahers and Dawe (1984) used laser holography 
teclmiques to estimate diffusion coefficients in porous media for alcohol-water 
systems at low pressure. This technique is based on determining the variation in 
refractive index in liquid mixtures in which diffusion is occurring by resolving optical 
interference patterns generated by passing a laser through the mixture. The 
composition of the mixture throughout the diffusion field is determined from the 
relationship between fluid composition and refractive index. Again, the experimental 
measurements were cariied out at low pressure.
Pomeroy et al (1933) pioneered a method for the measurement of diffusion 
coefficients at high pressures. The diffusion coefficient is calculated from the rate at 
which the solute gas methane dissolves in a column of hydr ocarbon liquid. The rate of 
gas solution into the liquid is determined by measuring the decrease in volume of the 
gas phase, which is in contact with the liquid column. This method was used by Brow 
et a l (1970) to determine the diffusivity of methane in crude oil at 70 °C and 18 MPa 
(2460 psia), and then by Denoyelle and Bardon (1984) to detemiine the diffusivity of 
carbon dioxide in a number of crude oils at 75 °C and 15 MPa. Unfortimately,
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Pomeroy’s theoretical analysis (Pomeroy, 1933) of the diffusion process does not 
account for the movement of the gas-liquid interface, which occurs as a result of gas 
dissolution, nor the possibility of the existence of significant convective velocities, 
which may be induced in the liquid by high mass transfer rates or as a result of 
gravitational effects. When carbon dioxide dissolves in crude oil the resulting mixture 
density may be greater than that of the original oil. This may result in convective 
mixing, which enhances mass transfer rates and results in calculated diffusivities, 
which are much greater than those due to molecular diffusion alone. The analysis also 
assumes equal specific volumes for the solute component and the liquid hydrocarbon 
component.
There is a clear need for a simple and reliable method for measuring diffusion 
coefficients at high pressure. Grogan et a l (1988) developed a novel technique based 
on the direct observation of the motion of an interface caused by the diffusion of 
carbon dioxide into hydrocarbons. The method allows the measurement of diffusion 
coefficients without the need to determine compositions and it minimises the effects 
of gravity induced convection. This method is modified in this study for measuring 
the diffusivity of methane in hydrocarbon liquids at high pressure by “semi-infinite” 
and “finite domain moving boundary” methods. In the following the experimental 
equipment and the experimental procedme which is used in this investigation are 
presented.
3.1. Experimental equipment
The complete diffusion apparatus is shown in Figure 4. ' Basic components of the 
test rig are:
1 - Constant temperature air chamber
2 - Diffusion cell
3 - Mercrrry pump
4 - Gasometer
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5 - Density meter apparatus
6 - High pressure and temperature viscometer
Gas Analyzerh4|--- Densily Meter Viscometer
Sight Glass
Oil Collector
Back Pressure 
Controller q —a
T
4 5 - 1
i
i*o&Q
5
Air ChamberMercury Pump
Figure 4. Schematic diagram illustrating paits of the experimental setup
The description, calibration and operating range of these components are as follows:
1- Constant temperature air bath:
The test system is installed in a constant temperature air chamber, which is designed 
for use with a high pressure and high temperature diffusion cell. Its temperature range 
is fi'om ambient to 180 °C and it is equipped with a cathetometer capable of detecting 
volume changes of 0.01 cn f. The Model 2320 Air Chamber, used with the volatile 
oil/condensate and expansion cells, is electiically heated and temperature is controlled 
by a solid-state temperature controller. The chamber consists of a heavy angle iron 
fi'ame covered with a metal alloy sheet and insulated with two inches of compressed 
glass wool. The interior is lined with insulated board. The chamber is partitioned to 
separate a duct from the area reseiwed for the cell. Louvers are installed at the duct 
outlet to permit adjustment of air circulation.
The air chamber is equipped with a precision cathetometer which consists of a sliding 
telescope and illumination system, which allows the operator to safely observe
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volumetric changes through a mirror image rather than viewing the pressurized 
windowed cell directly. The air chamber includes fittings and tubing suitable for 
eventual H2S service. Figure 5 is a photograph of the air chamber and its auxiliaries.
Figure 5. Photograph of air chamber and its auxiliary components 
2- Diffusion cell
The diffusion cell has a volume of 400 cm  ^ and three glass windows arranged on the 
face of the cell to allow observation of any liquid level in the cell. If the fluid level is 
not visible to the operator, the cell can be inverted to permit level sighting. 
Volumetric reading can be determined as described in Table 3.1
Table 3.1. Volumetric reading of cell
Normal position Inverted position
5 to 100 cm^ Lower window 80 to 170 cm^
160 to 210 cm^ Middle window 200 to 250 cm^
240 to 330 cm^ Upper window 310 to 400 cm^
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The readings are obtained with a cathetometer. The volumetric relationship between 
cathetometer readings and fluid level in the cell must be established by calibration in 
the labratory.
The cross-sectional ai*ea of the cell bore has been precision machined to ensure that 1 
mm in fluid level change equals 1 cm  ^of change in volume. The cathetometer permits 
readings to 1/10 th of a cm .^
Cell windows are made of optical quality glass, chemically tieated for hardness and 
aie approximately 2.54 cm (1 inch) thick. They are recessed into the main body of the 
cell and each has an opening of 9.52 cm (33/4 inch) long by 0.47 cm (3/16 inch) wide. 
The recess is honed to provide a scratch-free seat for the gasket and window. The 
window is held in place by a heat-tieated frame ground for flatness and the removal of 
tool marks. The flame is bolted to the cell body in a manner which minimizes stress 
around the edges, which can cause the glass to crack. The frames are designed with 
clamping and balancing screws to reduce strain on the glass, while insuring positive 
sealing at high pressures and temperatures. A flatness kit is included when a new cell 
is purchased which should be used each time the cell is subjected to any significant 
pressure or temperature change which may affect the flatness of the window frame.
The cell is supported in the 2320 air chamber by a journal. This allows the cell to be 
revolved flom the vertical upright position through the horizontal to the vertical 
position with the bottom end up. When the cell is in the vertical position, both the top 
and bottom valves can be operated by extension handles installed through the door of 
the air chamber.
The inlet and outlet of the cell are connected to the inlet valves of the chamber 
assembly by two stainless steel tubing spirals. All connections and tubing are suitable 
for H2S service. When the cell is brought to the horizontal position, the rocking 
mechanism of the chamber can be engaged either manually or with a motor-drive to 
agitate the sample, causing the mercuiy in the cell to become the agitator. Three 
shallow holes are drilled into the cell for thermocouples to determine when 
temperature equilibrium has been obtained. Rocking the cell will also help to alleviate 
pressure gradients that may occur.
To remove the cell from the air chamber, the tubing spirals and thermocouples must 
be discomiected and the bolts which hold the cell to the journal must be loosened. A
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lug is provided on the cell to allow the cell to be lifted through the top cover of the 
chamber. The diffusion cell permits volumetric and phase behavior studies of 
condensate and volatile oil samples for pressures up 68 MPa (10000 psi) and 
temperatures up to 150 °C (302 °F). It must be emphasized that the diffusion cell 
must never be viewed directly. A photograph of the diffusion cell apparatus is shown 
in Figure 6 and the detailed specification of the diffusion cell are given in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2. Specification of diffusion cell
Volume 400 cm^
Working Pressure 68 MPa
Test Pressure 102 MPa
Net weight 48 kg
Standard material 416 S.S
H]S Service As required
Outlets 3/16" RIC Female
Figure 6. Photograph of the diffusion cell
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3- Mercury Pump
The injection of the gas and liquid phase at the desired pressure was performed using 
fully automatic mercury pumps. Positive displacement pumps aie precision 
instruments enabling the user to meter, feed, or proportion predetermined quantities of 
fluids under high pressures with an accuracy unattainable by any other means.
The pump design concept is similar" to a precision high-pressure syringe. An accurate 
mechanical piston is driven through a packing gland into a cylindrical chamber, 
displacing a fluid. By di"iving the piston with a precision-machined, threaded spindle, 
the fluid is displaced in a smooth, pulseless fashion. When the pump is motorized, the 
displacement takes places at a predetermined rate.
All the components of the pump ar e made of stainless steel and each pump has a 
volume scale in cubic centimeters with a dial indicator for enhanced resolution. On 
some pumps, a vernier that permits resolution as small as 0.001 cm^ is installed. In 
some experiments a twin mercury pump has been used. This twin pump consists of 
two individual cylinder-piston anangements. The mover of the piston is a helical rod 
that is coimected to a gearbox by chain. The gearbox is equipped with four main and 
seven auxiliar-y gears, which provide 28 different positions for the exit shaft. The 
pimip is highly accmate and operates fully electronically. The flow rate in each pump 
is var iable from 1 crn^ /hr" to about 1500 crn^/lir. The operating pressure of each pump 
is up to 70 MPa (10000 psi) and a calibrated r*uler is installed between the two pumps, 
which enables to read the outlet volume with 0.01 cm  ^ accuracy. Figure 7 is a 
photograph of the twin mercury pmnp.
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#
Figure 7. Photograph of high-pressure mercury pump
4 - Gasometer
The RUSKA Model 2331 Gasometer accurately measures atmospheric gas in the PVT 
laboratory. The unique design permits dual chambers to be used separately or in series 
providing a wide range of volume-resolution combinations.
The Gasometer consists of two pyrex chambers which can be used separately or 
together. A floating piston in each chamber is connected to a rock and pinion, which 
can be positioned through panel control knobs. The movement and position of the 
piston can be monitored by use of dual scales with verniers calibrated in cm .^ 
Materials in contact with the gas will resist the corrosive effects of hydrogen sulfide. 
Safety shields and relief valves are provided for protection. A null pressure gauge (the 
name of the gauge indicates that outlet gas pressure of the PVT cell is reduced to 
atmospheric pressure) is provided for each chamber. A photograph of the gasometer 
apparatus is shown in Figure 8, and the detailed specifications of the gasometer are 
given in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3. Specification of gasometer
Left Chamber 3000 cm"
Right Chamber 2000 cm"
Working Temperature 
Range
21-26 °C
Net Weight 16 kg
Materials suitable for sweet or sour gas
Size 9.27 X 33.65 x 18.45 cm"
Figure 8. Photograph of gasometer
The gasometer is calibrated according to the following procedure.
With the system open to atmosphere, the null gauge is set to zero gauge pressure, and 
the position is raised to the topmost position (zero on the scale). As gas is admitted to 
the chamber, the piston is displaced. When equilibrium is reached, the piston is
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adjusted until the pressure gauge reads zero. At this time the gas volume is read on the 
scale and vernier.
Because of the principle of operation, the measured gas remains in its separated 
condition, non-contaminated to guarantee that further true gas analysis is possible.
The techniques described in the operating manual make it a simple matter to time the 
gas flow, thereby effectively using the gasometer as a flowmeter or flow calibrator.
5 - Density meter apparatus
The density determination is based on measuring the period of oscilation of a 
vibrating U-shaped sample tube, which is filled with sample liquid or through which 
the sample liquid flows continuously. The following relationship exists between the 
period Te and the density:
p = A (T e '-B )
A and B aie instmment constants which are detennined by calibration with fluids of 
known density. Since all external measuring cells use the period of oscillation of the 
sample tube as output signal, the interpretation of this period depends only on the 
processing unit which digitally indicates the value for period Te. The processing unit 
is characterized by a definite number of decimal places in the measurement as well as 
by computing electronics, which deteimine the resolution of the measurement. The 
first digit in the model designation signifies to how many decimal places of resolution 
the instrument is capable of working. Therefore, different steps have been taken to 
obtain the required stability in the various measuring cells.
DMA 512 that was used in the present experiments is a remote cell specially designed 
for density measurements under extieme pressure and temperature conditions. The 
sample tube is made of stainless steel with a wall thickness of about 0.3 mm and an 
inside diameter of 2.4 mm. The tube is housed in a brass housing which is 
temperature-conti'olled by the thermostat liquid. The system is excited by two 
magnetic dynamic converters in connection with an electronic contiol and amplifier 
circuit which guarantees a constant amplitude of the oscillator tube even under 
extreme measurement conditions. The maximum operating temperature is determined 
by the sealing materials being used and by the insulating material on the coils of the
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excitation system. The system can be used for continuous operation between -20 °C 
and +150 °C and, for short periods, up to 180 °C. Should the temperature exceed 200 
°C, the system will be damaged. An important characteristic of this system is that it 
can be used for pressures up to 400 bar. Exit ports to and from the remote cell are 
factory equipped with Swagelok fittings for tubes of 3 mm outside diameter, which 
guarantees a tight connection for the sample transfer. Figure 9 shows a photograph of 
the DMA.
Figure 9. Photograph of density meter apparatus
6 - High Pressure and High Temperature V iscom eter
The Model 1602 Rolling Ball Viscometer is designed for operation at elevated 
pressures up to 68 MPa (10000 psi) and high temperatures to 150 °C. The RUSKA 
Viscosimeter has automatic timing and can measure viscosities of most reservoir 
fluids with a repeatability of better than 0.1%. The viscosimeter can measure 
viscosities from 0.1 to 3000 cP. Approximately 70 cm  ^of liquid are required to fully 
charge the viscosimeter; however, viscosity measurements can be made if as little as 
20 cm  ^ are available. This feature is particularly advantage when viscosity
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determinations are made with liquid volume which shrinks due to degassing of dissolved 
gases.
The RUSKA High Pressure Viscosimeter may be used to determine the viscosity of 
petroleum fluids under reservoir conditions or liquid phase viscosities at various 
pressures and temperatures. It is equipped with an electric heating jacket and a solid- 
state-temperature controller for precise adjustment of the fluid temperature. A picture 
of the high pressure and high temperature viscometer is shown in Figme 10 and its 
specifications are given in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4. Specifications of high pressure and temperature viscosimeter
Working Pressure 68 MPa at 150 T
Test Pressure 102 MPa at 150 °C
Net Weight 37 kg
Materials 416 S.S.
H2S Service As required
Inlet and Outlet 3/16" RIC Female
The operation of the viscosimeter is simple. After it has been filled with the test liquid 
and the desired temperature has stabilized (usually after 4 hours), the cell is rocked 
with the barrel seal open. The ball rolls back and forth in the barrel and mixes the 
liquid. This ensures thermal equilibrium and eliminates pressure transients. The cell is 
then held in its inverted position to bring the ball to rest against the band  seal. A 
button on the control box marked “HOLD” is pushed and the barrel seal is closed. 
Pressing the button energizes the selenoid to hold the ball at the upper end of barrel 
when the cell is rotated to its upright position for measur ement. A button designated 
“ROLL” is then pressed, to simultaneously break the selenoid circuit, release the ball, 
and start a digital timer. Wlien the ball strikes the contact at the lower end of the 
barrel, the timer stops and a buzzer sounds.
The rolling time of the ball is proportional to the viscosity of the test fluid. By using 
fluids of known viscosities and densities, a calibration curve can be established for the 
instrument. The viscosity of the fluids under investigation is determined from the
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available curves in chemical handbooks. For highly viscous fluids, smaller diameter 
balls may be used. Figure 10 is a photograph of viscosimeter.
Figure 10. Photograph of high pressure high temperature viscosimeter
3.2. Experimental procedure
In preparation for a typical diffusion test, the cell is cleaned, dried and the system 
connected to a vacuum to remove air or any other gases present in the system. Once 
the pressure of the system has reached approximately 0.025 kPa (0.2 mmHg), the 
liquid is introduced by injection from the bottom upward until it fills about 35% of the 
cell volume. Pure methane is also introduced into the reservoir cylinder of the air 
chamber at the desired pressure. Then, the mains power of the air chamber heaters is 
switched on and the temperature of the system allowed to rise very gradually. When 
the desired temperature is reached, the control heater will begin to cycle as noted by 
the red and white lights on the controller panel. Various combinations of main heaters 
may have to be used in order to reach a desired temperature. Five thermocouples, 
three on the diffusion cell and two in the main body of the chamber, record the 
temperatures at various parts of the diffusion cell and the air chamber. The system is
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degassed and then left at the desired pressui'e and temperature for about 10 hours to 
ensure a homogeneous condition throughout the system. Aftei*wards, while the 
mercury is withdrawn from the bottom of the diffusion cell, the top three-way valve of 
the cell is connected to the high pressure gas reservoir cylinder. When the pressure in 
the cell reaches the desired value, the top valve is closed and the liquid level recorded. 
The pressure of the diffusion cell kept constant dining the course of the 
experiments by continuous injection of mercury from the bottom of the cell. As time 
passes, methane diffuses into the liquid phase, therefore, the liquid level raises and its 
volume increases. Meanwhile, the pressure of the gas phase tends to drop very slowly, 
which should be restored again by injecting more mercmy into the bottom of the 
diffusion cell to compress methane inside the cell and keep the pressure constant. 
From the movement of the interface and from the position of the piston rod of the 
mercury pump, the volume of dissolved methane in the liquid phase may be 
determined as a function of time. Acquisition of a complete set of volume-time data 
usually requires two to ten days. The diffusion coefficient may then be determined 
fi'om the volume-time data. At the end of each experiment, samples of the liquid and 
gas phases were withdrawn from the bottom and top par ts of the cells respectively. 
The liquid sample was accumulated in the cylinder and the volimie of gas liberated 
from the liquid was collected in a gasometer, and its composition analyzed with a gas 
cliromatograph. The liquid collected was weighed and from the volume of collected 
gas and the weight of the liquid phase, the composition of gas was calculated for 
cross-checking. The composition of the gas phase was also analyzed to check the 
possibility of evaporation of the liquid phase, which proved to be negligible. All 
experimental nins were performed in random fashion and some runs were repeated 
later to check the reproducibility of the experiments, which proved to be excellent.
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3.3. Accuracy of experimental equipment
The accuracy of the tests is improved by gauge and cell calibration according to the 
following procedure.
3.3.1. Gauge calibration
The gauge is calibrated periodically. For calibration of the gauge a dead weight tester 
was used. Before the experiment was started the gauge was calibrated and the 
calibration cui*ve for this gauge prepared. Then the value read from the gauge was 
corrected according to this cui've. The calibration curve is shown in Figure 11.
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Figur e 11. Calibration cur ve for gauge
3.3.2. Diffusion cell calibration
By applying pressure to the diffusion cell, the volume of the cell increases. This 
expansion can be represented as a coefficient called expansion coefficient of the cell. 
In the experiment, this coefficient was measured and diuing the experiment the 
volume of the cell was corrected according to this value. For the present experiments 
the expansion coefficient is 1.00325e-4 cm^/psi
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3.3.3. Accuracy analysis of the equipments:
The accuracy and working range of each equipment which is used in these experiments 
are given in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5. Accuiacy and working range of equipments
Equipment Accuracy Range of T&P
Mercuiy Pump ±30 psia T=Ambient 
P-Zero -10000 psia
Diffusion Cell ±0.01 cnF T -Ambient - 150 o C 
P -1 4 .7 -  10000 psia
Air Chamber ±2°C T=Anibient- 180 °  C 
P= 14.7 psia
Density Meter ±1 X 1 g/cm^  in the range of ±0.5 g/cni  ^
±1 X 10"^  g/cm  ^in the range of ±0.1 g/cm^
T=(-20) to 150 o C 
P-14.7- 6000 psia
Viscometer ±0.02 cP T=Ambient -  150 o C  
P=14.7- 10000 psia
Gasometer ±0.01 cnri T=Ambient- 26 o C 
P=50 inches water
For the clean methane-dodecane system the solution is clear. Hence, the interfacial 
area between gas and dodecane can be detected and read veiy accurately in the 
diffusion cell. Furthermore the thermodynamic and physical properties of methane 
and dodecane are well known and there is almost no error in determining these 
properties. Therefore, the diffusivity of methane in dodecane can be determined with 
a average error of ±2%
On the other hand crude oil is dark and as a result there are some errors in detecting 
the interface between gas and liquid and reading the swelling height in the diffusion 
cell. As can be seen from tables 3.6 and 3.7 crude oil is a mixture of various 
components and there are some traces of materials which can not be measured 
experimentally, even though these materials have a significant effect on the physical 
and thennodynamic properties of tire crude oil. Therefore there are also some errors in 
the measurment of these properties. The diffusivity of methane in crude oil can 
therefore only be determined with a . average error of ±5%
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3.4. Test fluids
Diffusion experiments were performed using puie methane as gas phase and pure 
noimal dodecane and a typical franian crude oil as liquid phases. Accurate knowledge 
of physical properties and phase behavior of the methane-dodecane and methane- 
crude oil systems under various operating temperatures and pressures is an essential 
pre-requisite for determination of diffusion coefficients from volume-time data. A 
limited number of gas solubility measurements were performed using a standard PVT 
cell appai’atus. The complete PVT appaiutus is shown in Figure 12. The system is 
based on the principle that gas dissolved in the liquid phase evolves when the pressure 
is released and the temperature of the system is increased. The solubilities of pure 
methane in dodecane were measured at several pressures and temperatures. In each 
mn, the equilibrium was detected by noting a constant pressure on the pressure gauge 
of the PVT cell. To make sure that complete phase equilibrium is obtained, the PVT 
cell was mixed for another week. Then, a sample of liquid was withdiawn from the 
bottom of the cell. The liquid was accumulated in the cylinder and the volume of gas 
liberated from the liquid was collected in a gasometer. Its composition is then 
analyzed by using a gas cln omatograph. Knowing the volume of gas and the weight of 
the liquid phase, the solubility of the gas phase was calculated. These data were used 
to tune the Peng-Robinson equation of state in the range of operating pressures and 
temperatures of tins investigation. After obtaining a match of the measured data, the 
fitted equation of state is used to detennine gas- and liquid-phase densities, 
viscosities, molar volumes and saturation concentration of methane in dodecane and 
cmde oil. Figures 13 presents a plot of solubility of methane and molai* volume of the 
solution versus pressure at different temperatures. As is shown, the solubility of 
methane in dodecane increases as pressure is increased or the temperature of the 
system decreased. Molar volume of the solution is decreased with pressure and 
increased with increasing temperature. Composition and properties of crude oil 
sample are given in Table 3.6 and 3.7.
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Figure 12. Schematic diagram illustrating various parts of the P.V.T apparatus
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Figure 13. Variation of saturation concentration of methane and molar volume of the 
liquid phase (dodecane) with operating pressure
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Table 3,6. Iranian crude oil composition used in this study
No Component Weight%
1 IC5 2.576573
2 NC5 3.70447
3 06 9.261175
4 07 13.20364
5 08 15.48013
6 09 12.19992
7 OlO 10.83402
8 O il 6.074089
9 012 4.304636
10 013 3,652732
11 014 3.476821
12 015 3.611341
13 016 2.535182
14 017 2.214404
15 018 1.924669
16 019 1.800497
17 020 1.365894
18 021 0.745033
19 022 0.558775
20 023 0.475993
Total 100
Table 3.7.Properties of crude oil above 3.5 Mpa and at T~50oC
Density
(g/cm^)
Specific
gravity
API Molecular
weight
Viscosity (cP)
0.79535 0.7961382 46 118.7 0.28
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
For checking the calibration of the test rig, some conti'ol runs were performed using 
the C02/decane system. In recent yeai*s, several investigators (i.e. Remier, 1986; 
Grogan et al., 1988) have used this system for studying diffusion of gases in liquids 
up to 10 MPa (1500 psi) pressure. Figure 14 shows a compaiison between reported 
diffusion coefficients and those obtained in this investigation as a function of 
pressure. The agreement between the present results and the values reported hy other 
investigators is excellent. The results clearly prove the reliability of the equipment 
used in the present investigation.
10
cnlO
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□  Grogan et al. ( 1 9 8 8 )  
A  Renner ( 1 9 8 6 )
#  Present work
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P ressure , P (M Pa)
Figuie 14. Valuation of the diffusion coefficient of CO2 in decane with pressure
Figuies 15a-15i show the swelling height of the dodecane as liquid phase as a 
flmction of time for pressuies ranging fi'om 3.5 to 35 MPa (500 to 5000 psi) at tluee 
different temperatures (45 “C,65.5 °C and 81 °C). Figures 15j-15k show the 
swelling height of cmde oil at various pressures at 25 °C and 50 °C as a flmction of 
time. The chaiacteristics of this cmde oil were given in Tables 3.6 and 3.7. The
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general shape of the increase in liquid volume versus time cui'ves is remarkably 
concordant. It is characterized by a sharp initial increase in volume followed by a 
gradual increase towar d the saturation concentr ation of methane in the liquid phase. 
The extent of the variation in the swelling with time is strongly affected by the 
adjusted pressure. Swelling at high pressures increases faster and to a larger extent 
than at low pressures. The extent of the swelling decreases as the solubility of 
methane decreases. The solubility of methane decreases as the temperatiue of the 
system increases or the operating pressure of the system decreases. The dissolution of 
methane in the liquid phase results in lowering its viscosity, surface tension and 
density. Figure 16 displays the relationship between the viscosity and density of the 
solution with pressure at different temperatiue for dodecane. The maximum reduction 
in viscosity and density of the solution is observed when all of the methane gas in the 
cell dissolves in the liquid phase. With further increase in the pressure the density and 
viscosity of the solution are gradually increased.
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Figure 15a. Variation of swelling height with time at P=4137 kPa and various 
temperatures
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Figure 15b. Variation of swelling height with time at P=6895 IcPa and various 
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Figuie 15c. Variation of swelling height with time at P=9653 kPa and various 
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Figure 15d. Variation of swelling height with time at P=13790 kPa and various 
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Figure 15f. Variation of swelling height with time at P=20685 kPa and valions 
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Figure 15h. Variation of swelling height with time at P=26201 IcPa and various 
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Figui'e 16. Vaiiation of viscosity and density of the methane-saturated liquid phase 
with operating pressure
It is convenient to express the amount of methane dissolved in the liquid phase in 
teims of mean solute concentration defined as:
-  1 1 C . = - J c , d F  = - J c , ^ (4.1)0 *“ 0
The amount of swelling of the liquid phase is equal to the variation of the volume of 
the system as a result of diffusion of methane across the interface:
V (4.2)
Integrating the resulting equation, between the limits Zq and Z, gives:
c.
' a V o V A Z .
(4.3)
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In the range of this investigation the dimensionless product ofC^v^ « 1 .  Hence, 
applying this condition to equation (4.3), it may simplify to:
(4.4)
A
Equations (4.3) or (4.4) can be used to calculate the average methane concentration in 
the liquid phase as a flmction of time at various operating pressures and temperatuies. 
The results of these calculations aie plotted in Figuies 17a -17i at 45 “C , 65 °C and 
81 °C for various pressures for the methane-dodecane system and in Figui*es 17j-17k 
for the methane-cmde oil system at temperature of 25 °C and 50 °C and vaiious 
pressures. The average concentration profiles will be used to determine the diffusion 
coefficients from diffusion-controlled liquid swelling experiments and to evaluate 
various published correlations from the literature. Early stages of dissolution aie 
often affected by convective mixing arising from initially high mass transfer rates and 
surface tension driven instabilities. This initial brief period of cuiwature is refen ed to 
as “incubation period” (Chukvmma, 1983; Renner, 1986), which will be discussed in 
section (4.6) of this chapter. During the incubation period methane dissolves in 
dodecane at the gas-liquid interface to establish boundary conditions. The results of 
this investigation show that the incubation period increases as operating pressure and 
solubility of methane in the solution increases. However, this period decays with 
increasing contacting time. Hence middle and late time data aie more reliable for 
estimation of diffusion coefficients fr om experimental data.
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4.1. Determination of diffusion coefficients from experimental data
Figure 18 shows the schematic change of concentration across an interface between 
gas and liquid phase. According to these concentration profiles, a number of 
mathematical models have been proposed to determine the diffusion coefficients from 
volume-time profiles obtained from experiments. All these models are developed 
fi-om the equation of continuity for the solute :
6C
dt
in which:
= solute concentration
u^ = volume average reference velocity 
J% = molar diffusion flux
(4.5)
r  ^= rate of generation by chemical reaction
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Figure 18. Schematic change of concentration across an interface between gas and liquid 
phase
Inserting Pick’s law into equation (4,5) gives :
ac,
dt + V -C X = V -{ D V C j+ r , (4.6)
In the absence of a chemical reaction and assuming a constant difhision coefficient D, 
equation (4.6) talces the foiin :
ac ,
dt + =DV"C^ (4.7)
Furthermore, if the velocity u^ is zero (Hong Siang 2000), then equation (4.7) 
becomes :
ac,
at (4.8)
For the one-dimensional capillary tube of the diffusion cell, equation (4.8) simplifies 
to :
32/
at ax' (4.9)
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Before the start of the diffusion process, the concentration of solute in the liquid phase 
is zero. Thus, the initial condition of the test tube is:
= 0 for t = 0 and all values of X (4.10)
According to the film theoiy of Wliiteman (1923), the gas and liquid phases at the 
interface are thermodynamically in equilibrium, which means that the interfacial 
concentration of solute, Caî, remains unchanged as long as temperature and pressure 
of the system are kept constant. Hence ;
for t > 0 at the gas - liquid interface (4.11)
After methane and dodecane aie brought into close contact mass transfer commences, 
and methane diffuses into the liquid phase across the interface. As a result, the liquid 
phase swells and the interface moves to a new position Z ,. Depending on contact
time, height of liquid phase, and rate of mass transfer, the system may be considered 
as either “semi-infinite” or “finite-domain moving boundary”. In the following, the 
determination of the diffusion coefficients from the experimental data based on these 
two systems is discussed.
4.2. Modelling of semi-infinite systems
The assumption of a semi-infinite system is valid a  ^long as the solute does not reach
to the bottom of the diffusion cell during the course of the experiment. This condition
prevails when the test tube is long or the time of contact between gas and liquid phase 
is short. By locating the liquid-gas interface at % = 0 and the bottom of the test tube 
at X = 0 0 , the boundary conditions of equation (4.9) aie as follows :
Ca = Caî for X = 0 (4.12)
Ca = 0 for X = 00 (4.13)
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The solution of equation (4.9) subject to these boundary conditions is given by Crank 
(1975):
CA(x,t) = CA{Grfc's k i
The total mass of methane transferred into the liquid phase after time t, mA, may be 
calculated fr om equation (4.14) by integration over the volume of the diffusion cell:
= fc* (x, t)dV = S fc^ (x, t)dx = 2S • J —  = K • Vt (4.15)
0 0 V 7t
Equation (4.15) predicts that a plot of mA versus the square root of time should 
provide a straight line with a slope of constant K. Hence calculating the value of K 
from experimental data, the diffusivity of the solute in the liquid phase can be 
obtained horn:
x2SC„v (4.16)
Most investigators (i.e. Renner, 1986; Grogan et al. 1988) used this method for 
determination of diffusion coefficients from volume-time profiles obtained from 
experiments. The mass-average concentr ation of solute can also be obtained from the 
combination of equation (4.15) with equation (4.1):
C* = _  P i  (4.17)V S-Z, Z „exp(v.,C jV  n
The use of the semi-infinite solution limits the number of experimental data, which 
can be used to determine diffusion coefficients to the very early times of the 
experiments. This limitation is a serious drawback of this method, as eariy time 
experimental data are affected by convective mixing arising from initially high mass
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transfer rates especially at high pressure where the solute has a high solubility in the 
liquid phase. This initial mixing effect decreases with increasing contacting time, 
hence middle and late time data aie less affected and provide better estimates of 
diffusion coefficients.
4.3. “Finite-domain moving boundary” model
From the experimental point of view, the finite systems provide conditions for more 
precise estimates of diffusion coefficients. These systems allow design and 
construction of small and compact appaiatus, which is a gi'eat advantage for working 
at high pressure and temperature. When the liquid in the diffusion cell comes into 
close contact with the gas phase, diffusion commences. Since the cell is sealed and is 
of finite length, there can be no mass transfer across the walls of the cell. If the 
bottom of the test tube is located at % = 0 and the liquid-gas interface at x = Z,, the 
boundaiy condition of equation (4,9) in a finite system is :
dC— — = 0 for X = 0 (4.18)dx  ^ '
Ca = Caj for x = Zj (4.19)
The solution of equation (4.9) in conjunction,^ith the finite domain moving boimdary condition may
be obtained assuming that the diffusion coefficient itself is either independent or
dependent on the solute concentration in the liquid phase. Therefore, the diffusivity
may remain constant in the course of the diffusion process or alternatively, it may
change as diffusion time increases and the solution becomes more concentrated with
the solute. Some investigator such as Danckwerts (1950) proposed solutions for
diffusion equations for moving boundaiy problems.
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4.4. Concentration-independent diffusion coefficient
Integration of equation (4.9) with the assumption of constant diffusivity between 
% = 0 to x = Zf yields:
a x .
dx‘
8C.
dx z, (4.19)
Applying Leibnitz’s integration rule, equation (4.19) simplifies to:
_d >  
dt | c j x , t ) = ] ^ d x  + C J Z „ t ) ^
az.
dt at
_d 1 
dt
ac.
dx Z. +  C aj
aZt
at
(4.20)
(4.21)
Differentiating equation (4.1) with respect to time after some mathematics gives:
dt Zj dt Q Z, dt (4.22)
Combining equations (4.21) and (4.22) results in:
>dz. _ ac. (4.23)
Substituting for Z, and its derivative fi'om equations (4.2) and (4.3) yields:
D dC
dt Zq exp(v^C^ ) dx (4.24)
Equation (4.24) relates the rate of diffusion of solute into the liquid phase to the 
concentration profile at the interface. The main problem in the solution of this
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ÔCequation is that the interfacial concentration profile, — - is unknown. Do and Rice
z.dx
(1986) have shown that for fixed boundaries it is satisfactory to assume that the shape
of the concentration profiles at any time is par abolic:
Ca ~ 3-q + a^ x (4.25)
The interfacial and mean solute concentrations at any time can be calculated from
equation (4.25), and from its combination with equation (4.1) respectively. The results
of these calculations ar e:
A^i ~ 0^ (4.26)
The parameters a  ^ and a, can be obtained in terms of Caî and Ca from the 
simultaneous solution of equations (4.26) and (4.27):
0^ 0.5CAI (4,28)
and
3(Cai- C a)a, = 2(z„ 8xp(v^C.,)y (4.29)
The interfacial concentration giadient can also be obtained by differentiating 
equation (4.25) with respect to x:
^ l ^ ' = ^ " ' ^ ’ = z ! e x p ( v Æ )
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Substituting equation (4.30) into equation (4.24) after some algebraic manipulation 
and reanangement results in:
A. - 3 D ( C , , - C , )
dt [Z„ exp(v,C, ) Y  (l + -  V, C,, ) (4.31)
Equation (4.31) with the initial condition defined by equation (4.10) can be solved 
numerically using a 6^*' order Runge-Kutta method in the MatLab enviromnent.
If equation (4.4) and its derivative are used instead of equation (4.3) equation (4.23) 
reduces to:
6/C, 3D(CArCAXl:UACAy
dt Z o ( l - v , C , ) (4.32)
The method of separation of variables can be used to integrate the above equation. 
The result of the integr ation after some mathematics is:
In VACAi(l-v^CA)VA(CAi-CA)
VACA(2-VACA)
(l-VACAj'(l-VACA) 2(1-VACA,)(1-VACA)'
3Dt (4.33) 
"Z:(1-V A CA J
At the begining of the diffusion process, the concentration profile defined by equation 
(4.17) is not yet affected by its non-flux boundary condition. Hence the prediction of 
equation (4.33) should coincid with the exact semi-infinite solution of equation (4.17) 
at the begimiing of the diffusion. The validity of the parabolic concentration profile is 
illustrated in Figure 19 where the prediction of equation (4.33) and the numerical 
solution of equation (4.31) are compared with the exact solution of equation (4.17). 
While the results of the numerical solution of equation (4.31) agree well with its 
approximate analytical solution, the assumption of a parabolic concentration profile
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for the solute is a very poor approximation. The results clearly demonstrate that the 
parabolic concentration profile of the fixed boundary diffusion processes introduces 
significant errors to the moving boundary diffusion problems.
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Figure 19. Comparison of analytical and numerical solution of finite domain parabolic 
concentration profile with semi-infinite exact solution
4.5. Variable powered solute concentration profile
Do and Pinczewski (1991) proposed a more realistic concentration profile for the 
solute throughout the diffusion process:
C^=bQ+b^x”
where the exponent n is a function of time and given by:
(4.34)
n = aco where co = c...Ai (4.35)
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The pai'ameter a is positive and independent of time and should be detennined for 
each system from experimental data. The mean concentration profile can be obtained 
in a manner analogous to that for the paiabolic concentration profile:
N ato
C ^ = b „ +  'aco + 1 (4.36) V/
Similarly, the paiameters bo and bi can be obtained by wilting equation (4.34) for the 
interface and utilizing equation (4.35), which after some mathematics yields:
a K o) (4.37)
and
acù + 1
am (4.38)
The concentration gradient at the interface can also be calculated fi*om equations 
(4.34), (4.37) and (4.38):
I (CA, -  CA) (aC ;^ + c  J  (1 -  v^C J
dx z, ZoCA (4.39)
Substituting equation (4.39) into equation (4.24) gives:
dCA _ D (l-v ^ C J^ (C ^ i -C J (a C ^ . H-CJ 
dt Z ;C ^(l-v ^C ^;) (4.40)
Integrating equation (4.40) using the sepaiation of vaiiables method as illustrated in 
Appendix A yields:
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In- {aCAi + Ca) «1 a. a._  _  + ---------:'4 _ —  + -------2aa^{l-aCAŸ  a , (4.41)
The values of the parameters a , to a ,  are given in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. The coefficients of equation (4.41)
Parameter Equation
a,
C^,(l + aC„Xl + a)
a.
(l + aXl + v^C^iy
a , a(ai - a ^ )
a.
a< a , a .
a , tt} ln(aCAi) + a 2 a , ) - i ^ ---- -2a a
a. 1
z2(l-VACAi)
The applicability of the variable profile concentration of solute is demonstiated in 
Figure 20. In this figure the amount of methane transferred into the liquid phase 
predicted from equation (4.41) is compared with the exact semi-infinite solution, 
equation (4.17), for several different values of adjustable paiameter a. Excellent 
agi'eement can be seen between equations (4.17) and (4.41) with a value of a=0.54 at 
short contacting times where the finite solution of equation (4.41) coincides with the 
solution for semi-infinite boundary conditions according to equation (4.17).
If the left hand side of equation (4.41) is plotted versus time, a straight line should 
result with a slope of diffusivity of solute gas in the liquid phase at the specified 
conditions. Eliminating the initial incubation period, plots of LHS of equation (4.41)
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are shown in Figures 21a-21c as a function of time for the methane -dodecane 
systems at thiee different temperatures. The results for the methane-crude oil system 
are also plotted in Figure 21d at 25 °C. These figures clearly illustrate that the 
experimental results conform very well to the straight lilies predicted by equation 
(4.41). This means that the finite diffusion mathematical model, equation (4.41), 
which was developed in this work for the finite diffusion cell can predict the diffusion 
process in the diffusion cell. Significant deviation in the prediction of equation (4.41) 
were been obsei-ved for the initial incubation period in all experiments especially at 
high pressures where the rate of mass transfer is high due to high solubility of gas 
phase in thç liquid.
The failure of equation (4.41) in the prediction of the experimental data in the 
incubation period indicates that mass transfer during this time is not only by the 
mechanism of molecular diffusion and that convective mass transfer may also exist. 
However, convective diffusion decays tlrroughout this period with increasing 
contacting time. Beyond the incubation period, mass transfer is only cdntrolled by the 
mechanism of molecular* diffusion and equation (4.41), which is developed based on 
diffusion mechanisms, fits the experimental data of this period well.
14 CH4  — dodecane system
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Figure 20. Comparison between variable power profile and semi-infinite exact 
solution
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The diffusion coefficients are determined from the slopes of the stiaight lines in 
Figui*es 21a-d by the linear least squares technique.
The results of these calculations aie given in Figui'e 22a as a function of pressure at 
different temperatures for the methane-dodecane system and in Figui'e 22b for the 
methane-crude oil system. The diffusion coefficient of methane into dodecane 
increases steadily with increasing operating pressme up to about 31 MPa. For 
operating pressuies higher than this value, the moleculai' diffusion of methane in the 
liquid phase is gradually decreased. Similai' behaviour is also obsei*ved for the 
diffusivity of meüiane in crude oil as illustrated in Figuie 22b.
2.0 Methane - Dodecane system
I
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Figure 22a. Vaiiation of Methane diffusion coefficient in dodecane as liquid phase 
with pressure at different temperatures
Both sets of data presented in Figures 22a and 22b with the behaviour predicted by the 
Stockes -  Einstein equation which is proposed for diffusion at infinite dilution of 2 
species in a dense gas. It appears that the elevation of the working pressure to values in 
excess 20 To 30 MPa as required by oil reseivoir conditions, rendeis the liquid phase 
rheology ( e .g. viscosity effects) of marginal importance . This is contrary to earlier 
obseivations discussing in chapter 2 by previous works who reported significantly 
varying effects of viscosity and diffrisivities of liquids and gases ; see Figure 26 on page 
94.
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4.6. Time-dependent diffusion coefficient
Despite many attempts that have been made to clarify the mechanism of mass transfer 
h'om the gas phase into the liquid phase after the initial incubation period, no 
infomiation could be found about the mechanism of mass tiansfer during the 
incubation period. There is no explanation yet why the mass transfer rate at the initial 
period of contact between gas and liquid phase is so high especially at high pressures. 
To provide some explanations for the high mass transfer rate in the initial incubation 
period attempts have been made to solve the equation of diffusion under the condition 
that the diffusion coefficient is not constant and vaiying with diffusion time. These 
calculations aie performed to elucidate further the mechanisms of mass tiansfer in the 
incubation period.
In the literature very few attempts are made to describe the dependency of the 
diffusion coefficient on the volume-averaged concentration of a solute which is
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changing with time. Sano and Yamamoto (1990) assumed the diffusion coefficient to 
be a function of the concentration, and one or more parameters were fitted to different 
correlations. Van der Zanden (1998) presented a numerical procedure to obtain the 
dependency of the diffusion coefficient on the concentiation, if the space-averaged 
concentration is known as a function of time. A number of methods are available to 
solve equation (4.6) numerically when the diffusion coefficient varies as the 
contacting time increases and the solution becomes more concentiated. Thus, the 
equation of continuity is to be reananged as:
An implicit finite-difference method is used to solve equation (4.42) numerically in 
conjunction with initial and boundaiy conditions of the diffusion cell defined by 
equations (4.18) and (4.19). The finite difference approximations aie:
ÔCAat
cM - c l-  and ---- ^' At ax
cl:! - 2 c t '  +ci:i
Ax^ (4.43)
Replacing the derivatives by the mean of its finite-differences, equation (4.42) can be 
approximated by:
XCl:l -  (1 + 2X)Cl*' + XCl:! = - c ;  (4.44)
where the variable X is defined as:
, D -t
Solving equation (4.44) for results in:
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1ci" [ci +x{cti+cj:;)] (4.46)
Since all the values of are known, all the values of can be calculated and in this 
manner the remaining concentiations can be computed in turn. However, there are 
two unknowns in equation (4.46), namely the concentration profile at time t+At and 
the diffusion coefficients at these concentrations, D(C/^^). To overcome this problem 
the successive substitution method is used. In this technique, the diffusion coefficients 
at the new concentiations, as a first approximation, are set equal to the previous value, 
i.e. D(Cf^ ^^ ) = D(C/). With this assumption the new concentiation profile can be 
calculated. Once the new profile is computed, the volume average solute 
concentration can also be obtained fiom equation (4.1). Next, the values of D(C/^^) 
can be computed and the same time step must be repeated to calculate the value of 
more accurately. The computations have been perfoimed in the MatLab 
environment and the iterative substitution continued until the resulting volume- 
average concentrations coincided with the values obtained hom the experiment. The 
listing of the progi am is provided in Appendix B. hi the progiamming, non-equal time 
steps have been used. At the beginning where the concentration profiles are steep, 
small time steps are used; as the diffusion process proceeded, the time steps have been 
increased. This method requires the volume-average concentration versus time, the 
boundary conditions and the first estimate for the diffusion coefficient.
Typical results of the numerical calculations aie illustrated in Figures 23a-b, where 
the computed diffusion coefficients aie plotted as a function of time for the case of 
13.8 and 28.9 MPa at 65 °C. The computed volume-average concentration profile 
calculated from the predicted diffusion coefficients is also depicted in this figure. As 
expected, the experimental data and the predicted values are perfectly coinciding. The 
general shape of the diffrision coefficient versus time cuives is chai'acterized by an 
initial shaip decrease in diffusion coefficient (Region 1), followed by a gradual 
decrease towaids a constant value (Region 2). Comparing these results with those 
shown in Figure 17h, consistent trends aie found. Region 1 conesponds to the 
incubation period where mass transfer occurs by both molecular diffusion and
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convection mechanisms. Convection decays quickly with increasing contacting time, 
even though this is sti'ongly affected by the adjusted pressure. With increasing 
pressui'e, the extent of Region 1 increases and the operating time within this region 
increases. The convection at high pressures decays slower and to a smaller extent than 
at low pressures. In Region 2, mass transfer from the gas phase into the liquid phase is 
conti'olled by molecular diffusion. In this regime, the dependency of diffusion 
coefficient on contacting time and solute concentiation is weak, which is in agreement 
with the advanced kinetic theory of Hirschfelder et al. (1954), which predicts only a 
small effect of composition on diffusion in binaiy mixtur es. Near* the end of diffusion 
operation, when the entire gas phase is dissolved in the liquid phase, the rate of mass 
transfer decreases towards zero and as a consequence the solute concentration in the 
liquid phase approaches a constant value. The diffusion coefficients predicted from 
equation (4.41) are also displayed in Figures 23a-b. Excellent agreement exists 
between the diffusion coefficients obtained from equation (4.41) and the measured 
molecular diffusion coefficients in Region 2, With exception of the beginning 
(Region 1), the mass transfer process is entirely controlled by the mechanism of 
molecular diffusion (Region 2). In the present work, the measiuements which have 
been made in this region are used to determine the molecular diffusion coefficients. 
As mentioned before the incubation period increases as operating pressure and 
solubility of methane in the solution increases. This fact is reproduced in frguies 23a- 
Jb.
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4.7. Effect of liquid viscosity and operating temperature
Figures 24a-b show the variation of the diffusion coefficient with liquid phase 
viscosity for methane-crude oil and niethane-dodecane systems. At each temperature 
the diffusion coefficient decreases steadily as the liquid phase viscosity increases. 
Almost all con elations available for the prediction of molecular diffusion of gases in 
liquids show that at a certain temperature the diffusion coefficient depends primarily 
on the liquid phase viscosity. For this reason, as been shown in Chapter 2, some 
investigators tried to model their experimental data with respect to liquid phase 
viscosity. The dissolution of a gas into a liquid reduces its viscosity, which results in 
an increase in the moleculai' diffusivity of the solute gas in the liquid phase. Liquid 
phase viscosity also decreases with increasing liquid phase temperature. Therefore, as 
the experimental results show, the diffusion coefficient also increases as liquid phase 
temperature increases, even though increasing the temperature reduces the solubility 
of the gas phase in the liquid phase. In this investigation for the methane-dodecane 
system, the maximum value of the diffusion coefficient appears at a pressure of about 
31 MPa and 81 °C. As the pressure is further increased after this point, the viscosity 
and the density of the solution are also increased and, as a result of this experiment 
the diffusion coefficient gradually decreased.
Many efforts have been made by several investigators (Riazi et aL, 1993; Hayduk, 
1973; Swapan and Butler, 1996; McManamey and Woollen, 1973 and Grogan et aL, 
1986) to coiTelate the moleculai' diffusion of gases in liquids in terms of liquid phase 
viscosity. The general model of these investigators may be expressed as:
D(T,p)=an" (4.47)
where a and b are constants and must be obtained from experimental data. The 
coefficient a varies from 0.5x10"^ ® to 0.4x10'^^ On the other hand, almost all 
investigators reported that the coefficient b is negative and varies from -0.45 to -0.8. 
This indicates that the diffusion coefficient has an inverse relationship with liquid
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phase viscosity. There is no doubt that the liquid phase viscosity is the main 
operational parameter affecting the diffusivity, but fitting all the experimental data 
obtained at various operational conditions to equation (4.47) is impractical. Other 
parameters such as molar volumes of gas and liquid phases also have an effect on the 
diffusion coefficient even though this effect is not as pronounced as the liquid phase 
viscosity.
The experimental data of the present work at each temperature agi*ee quite well with 
equation (4.47) as being illustrated in Figures 24a-b. For fitting the data the viscosity 
is used in centi-poise (cP) and the diffusivity in mVs. The methane-dodecane 
experimental data at each temperature can be conelated with an absolute mean 
average en or of less than 2% by equation (4.47). The coefficients of this coiTelation at 
various temperatures are summarized in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2. The coefficients of equation (4.47) for methane-dodecane and methane- 
crude oil systems at various temperatures.
Coefficients Methane-dodecane system Cmde oilT = 45 *C T = 65 *C T = 81*C T = 25 "C
a 0.24719x10"* 0.26309x10 * 0.27494x10"* 0.32916x10'®
b -1.0005994 -1.0001175 -1.0002372 -0.80107233
It is interesting to see that for methane-dodecane system the coefficient b is almost 
independent of temperature and remains constant at the value of one for all different 
temperatures. This finding is in agreement with the equation of Stokes-Einstein which 
is the basis for almost all mathematical models developed for the prediction of 
diffusivity of gases in liquids:
D = ^ bT (4.48)
3mpd
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where T is the liquid temperature in degiee Kelvin, Kb is the Boltzmann constant 
1.38x10^^ J/K, p, is the liquid phase viscosity and d is the solute molecule diameter, 
Wliile equation (4.48) fits the diffusivity of methane in dodecane liquid veiy well at 
any specified temperature, the variation between the experimental data and the 
prediction for the methane-cmde oil system is about 10%, which is considerable. The 
best fit is obtained with a value for the constant b equal to 0.8 instead of one, which is 
obtained for the methane-dodecane system at various temperatures. However, it is 
encoiu'aging that the prediction of equation (4.47) for crude oil also shows the same 
tiend for the experimental data. The reason for this inconsistency arises from the 
presence of vaiious components in the crude oil and fiom uncertainties with respect to 
the physical and thermodynamic properties of such a complex solution.
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Table 4.2 shows that the parameter a, for the methane-dodecane system, increases as 
the operating temperature increases, which is in accordance with equation (4.48). 
Writing equation (4.48) in the following general form:
Dp K
T Srtd— = constant
(4.49)
Equation (4.49) predicts that if its left hand side is plotted as a function of operating 
pressure all the experimental data should fall onto one line. The results are plotted in 
Figure 25. It indicates that the experimental data agree well with the predicted trend 
of equation (4.49) at various temperatures.
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Figure 25 illustrates that all experimental data cross the Y-axis at a constant value of 
7.78x lO '^ . Therefore, substituting this constant value in equation (4.49) and solving 
with respect to diffusion coefficient gives:
-,sTD = 7 .7 8 x 1 0 ""- P
where T is in Kelvin and the viscosity is in Pa.s.
4.8. Correlation of experimental data
(4.50)
The knowledge of molecular transport behaviour is essential for process and reservoir 
engineering calculations. Present understanding of diffusion of gases in liquids at high 
pressures is far from satisfactory. Despite attempts to relate the transport properties of 
statistical mechanics, exact theoretical equations are not yet available.
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According to this investigation the general model for coixelating the experimental 
data can be expressed as:
D(x,a)=f(x,,X2,-"-,Xp; a,,a2,-*--a,J (4.50)
where the aj’s are a set of adjustable parameters and the Xi’s are the operating 
variables. Selecting a model as the estimator of the truth requires the selection of a 
functional form for f(xj,aj), which must be chosen to reflect the true underlying 
process as closely as possible, followed by the determination of the optimal model 
parameters by minimizing a suitably defined merit function measuring the agreement 
with the measured data. Modelling of a process covers a broad spectrum. At one 
extreme lie theoretical models based on a fundamental knowledge of the process, such 
models have physically meaningful and measurable parameters. These kinds of 
models can not be developed yet for the diffusivity of gases in the liquids due to the 
lack of a comprehensive theory of the liquid state. At the other end lie empirical 
models. These models do not rely on the fundamental principles governing the 
diffusion process. Such models involve a set of parameters with no physical meaning 
related to the actual process. In practice, as a compromise between these two 
extremes, semi-theoretical models are employed to describe the diffusion of gases in 
various liquids. These models provide a compromise between the model complexity 
and the effort needed for the measuring of the parameters.
hi this approach, parts of the model are approximated by empirical correlations 
obtained by curve-fitting available experimental data. Evidently, the parameters based 
on theoretical concepts may be well-defined but the empirical parameters may have 
little or no physical meaning. Error analysis of semi-theoretical model proves difficult 
because the final error in the model predictions may be due to inappropriate 
theoretical assumptions or inaccurate empirical correlations or both.
A wide variety of empirical and semi-empirical conelations subjected to many 
limitations have been proposed to estimate diffusion coefficients of gases in liquids. 
Descriptions of these correlations and the conditions for which their applications have
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been recommended are given in Chapter 2. Unfortunately, there is significant 
confusion and contradiction in the reported literature, countless recommended 
correlations, but little in the way of unifying theory. To put the accuracy of these 
correlations into perspective, their predictions are compared with the experimental 
data in Figure 26. The low-pressure density diffusivity products poDo, as 
recommended by most investigators are calculated from the Chapman-Enskog 
correlation in conjunction with the Stiel-Thodos (1962) equation for estimation of the 
molecular parameters. The results show that the correlation of Riazi (1993) predicts a 
gradual reduction in molecular diffusion as the operating pressure increases, which 
contradicts almost all experimental observations. Contrariwise, the correlations 
suggested by Bhat (1961) and by Reddy and Doraiswamy (1967) predict a sharp 
increase in diffusivity with increasing operating pressirre. According to Grogan 
(1988), Hayduk (1973) and Renner (1988) the diffusivity is almost constant over the 
whole range of pressure investigated in the present work. Not only the predicted 
trends, but also the absolute values predicted by the different conelations deviated 
significantly. At low pressure, the best agreement between measured and predicted 
values is obtained with the correlations of Hayduk (1973) and Renner (1988). The 
reason for this deficiency lies in the complex nature of the diffusion process of solute 
gases in liquids, especially at high pressure and the dependence of diffusion 
coefficients on a number of inter-dependent parameters, i.e., liquid phase viscosity, 
density of gas and liquid phase, molar volume of gas and liquid, molecular weight of 
gas and liquid, solubility of solute gas in the liquid, etc. Each parameter affects 
diffusion in a different way and to varying degrees, making a common empirical or 
semi-empirical correlation based on all possible parameters most difficult, hr the case 
of crude oil, the situation is even worse, because crude oil is a mixture of various 
organic and inorganic materials accompanied by traces of several impurities, which 
may have a significant effect on physical properties, solubility and as a consequence 
on the diffusion coefficient of solute gas in the crude oil. Developing a parametric 
mathematical model for such a complex system requires sufficient knowledge about 
the underlying processes, which determine the system’s overall performance. 
Furthermore, a large number of experimental parameters need to be estimated, and 
sophisticated computing techniques must be employed to obtain the required precision
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of the model. As an alternative approach to the pai'ametiic modelling, especially when 
the number of tuning parameters is large and the interaction between these parameters 
is not clear, artificial neural networks are recommended. Being a model-free function 
estimator, neuial networks can map input to output no matter how complex the 
relationship may be. The application of neural networks for the prediction of diffusion 
coefficients of methane in dodecane and crude oil is discussed in the following 
chapter.
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5. Prediction of diffusivity using an Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
5.1. Introduction
Conventional engineering systems behave remarkably rigidly when compared to 
biological ones. They lack the ability to learn fi'om their environment or adapt 
giacefully to new situations compaied to even the simplest biological organisms 
(Chester, 1993; Baughman and Liu, 1995). This low level of achievement is due to 
the fundamental differences between the design of biological neiwous systems and 
present day computers (Lemer, 1984, Omohundro, 1987). To bridge this gap 
researchers in the fields of neurophysiology, psychology and computer science are 
seeking to understand and implement the mechanisms of intelligence.
Aitificial neural networks may be regarded as initial attempts at developing aitifîcial 
intelligence. Similar to their biological counteiparts, these networks are composed of 
many simple intercomiecting elements, or neurons, working in parallel to solve a 
problem. The most versatile feature of them is the fact that once the network has been 
set up, it can learn in a self-organized way that seems to mimic simple biological 
neiwous systems.
Numerous companies and research laboratories aie investing heavily in projects 
related in some way to neural networks (Omohumdro, 1987). Despite the increase in 
applications of neural networks in many fields such as electrical, electronics, civil, 
and control engineering, they were practically unknown to many chemical engineers 
until the 1990’s. Serious efforts to apply neuial network for the simulation and 
optimization of chemical, biochemical and mineral processes have only begun since 
the late 1980’s. A concise review of the reported applications of neural networks to 
chemical and bio-chemical engineering problems is given elsewhere (Baughman and 
Liu, 1995). In this chapter a brief inti'oduction of the structure of neural networks is 
given and then their application to the prediction of diffusivity of gases in liquids is 
discussed.
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5.2. Biological neuron
A veiy simple schematic diagram of an individual biological nei've cell or neuron is 
shown in Figure 27. It has tlnee major regions:
1. The cell body or soma
2. The dendrites
3. The axon
Location of synapse
Dendrites [
Axon
Soma Nucleus
Axon from another neuron
Dendrites
Figure 27. Biological model of a neuron 
5,2.1. Cell body or soma
The cell body or soma provides the support functions and the structure of the cell. It 
contains the nucleus which is the carrier of genetic material. Soma or cell bodies act 
as information processors, as they receive input from other neurons via synaptic 
connections.
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5.2.2. Dendrites
Dendrites are designed to receive information fiom other nei*ve axons via synapses. 
Dendrites can be densely branched, and can gr ow fiom one or more different location 
of a cell body.
5.2.3. Axon
The axon is a branching fiber that carries signals away from the neuron. The axon, as 
output mechanism for the neuron, conducts signals away from the cell to other cells 
via interconnection point called synapses. Although there is only one axon for each 
cell, it can branch tremendously and thereby send separate branches to different 
locations. The neuron receives multiple inputs fr om other neurons via input dendrites. 
The gap between an output axon of one neuron and the input dendrites of another is 
the location of the synapses. When the input reaches the synapse’s terminal, certain 
chemicals called “neurotransmitters” are released. The neurotransmitters diffuse 
across the synaptic gap, to enhance or inhibit dependent on the type of the synapse. 
The synapse’s effectiveness can be adjusted by the signals passing through it so that 
the synapses can learn from the activities in which they participate. As for the site of 
“intelligence” within the brain, the increasing belief of people involved in tliis field is 
that intelligence resides not within the interiors of the neurons, but diffusely 
throughout the rich network of intercomiections,
5.3. Model of a neuron
Figure 28 shows the model suggested for a neuron. Four basic elements of a neuron 
can be identified as described in the following subsections.
5.3.1. Synapses or connecting links
Each of the synapses is char acterized by a weight or strength of its own. When the i‘** 
neuron sends a signal to the j*'’ neuron that signal is multiplied by the weighting on
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the i,j synapse, Wy. When the weight wy is positive, it will excite the neuron, 
increasing
X2
Figure 28. Mathematical model of a neuron
its activation and hence represents a stimulus synapse (tending to turn the neuron 
on). If it is negative, the synapse is inhibitoiy.
5.3.2. An adder (or linear combiner)
Each neuron has an adder for summing the input signals, weighted by the respective 
synapses of the neuron:
(5.1)
i=l
5.3.3. Internal Thresholds
The next important factor governing the output fi'om a neuron is the internal threshold 
of the neuron, 0j. The internal thr eshold controls activation of that neuron. When the 
neuron finished the calculation of all its (wyXj)’s and the sum of them, uj, the neuron 
calculates its total activation, vj, by subtracting the internal threshold value:
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Vj  -  Uj  -  2  -  Oj (5.2);=1
If the internal threshold, 0, is positive, the node has high internal threshold hence 
inhibit node firing. Conversely, if  0 is zero or negative (bias), the node has low 
internal thr eshold, which excites node firing.
5.3.4, Activation function
The activation function is for limiting the amplitude of the output of a neuron. 
Typically, the normalized amplitude range of the output signal of a neuron is written 
as the closed unit interval [0,1] or alternatively [-1,1]. Therefore, the output signal of 
the neuron, yj, becomes:
yj ~ f ^ j )  -  f
L |'=1
(5.3)
Theoretically, any activation function (such as square root, logarithmic, exponential 
and so on) can be used. However, according to the researches which have been done 
by mathematicians and computer scientists it is recommended to use one of the 
following three activation functions: (1) tlueshold function, (2) sigmoid function and 
(3) hyperbolic tangent function.
The sigmoid function is by far the most common form of global activation function 
with the limiting values between [0,1] which is used in chemical engineering 
problems.
T; -  /(^ i ) -  j (5.4)
where p is the slope par ameter of the sigmoid function. By varying the parameter p, 
sigmoid functions of different slope can be obtained.
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5.4. Network architectures
The manner in which the nemons of a neural network aie structured is intimately 
linked the learning algorithm used to train the network. In general the neurons can be 
interconnected in two main architectures, feed forward networks and feed backward 
networks. In feed forward networks there is no loop, therefore, they are static. On the 
other hand in feed backward networks, loops occm* because of feedback connections, 
therefore, feedback networks aie dynamic and generally used in control systems.
5.4.1. Fully connected feed forward networks
These networks which are commonly used in chemical engineering (Baughman and 
Liu, 1996), networks depending on the type of neuions which is used are classified 
into two categories:
1. Multi-layer feed forward network
2. Radial basis function network
5.4.1.x. Multi-layer feed forward network
The neural network of Figuie 29 is the general architecture of multi-layer feed 
fbiwai'd network. The network is fully connected in the sense that eveiy node 
(neuron) in each layer of the network is connected to every other node in the adjacent 
fbiivard layer. In other words, this network is strictly of a feed forward type. The 
network contains one input layer of source nodes. But it may have one or more hidden 
layers, whose computation nodes are correspondingly called hidden neurons or hidden 
units. The function of the hidden neurons is to intervene between the external input 
and the network output. By adding one or more hidden layers, the network is enabled 
to extiact more information by virtue of the extra set of synaptic connections and 
increased neural interactions. The ability of the hidden neurons to extract more 
information is crucial for laige input dimensions. Almost all networks which are 
being used in chemical engineering have just one hidden layer because improvement
7
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which is observed with more than one hidden layer was negligible in comparison to 
the extra mathematical efforts needed to train the network.
Input layer
Output layer
Hidden layer
Figure 29, A simplified architecture of the thiee layer feed forward neuial network
The development of a multi-layer feed fomard network takes places in three 
consecutive phases:
1. Training or learning phase
2. Recall phase
3. Generalization phase
The training or learning phase
Training a network means that to develop a hyper surface between the input and 
output spaces, hi neuial network development this phase is the longest and most time 
consuming and it is critical to the success of the network. The training algorithm deals 
with the adjustment of the weight factors between neurons until the specified input
1 0 2
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pattern yields the desired output pattern. Through these adjustments tlie neural 
network learns the coiTect input-output response behavior. Many engineering 
applications aie concerned with the estimation of an underlying tiend or function from 
a limited number of input-output data points with little or no knowledge of the fonn 
of the true function. This problem is sometimes referred to as non-parametric 
regression function approximation. In neural network parlance, it is usually called 
supeiwised learning. The underlying function is learned from the exemplars which a 
teacher supplies. The set of examples (the tiaining set) contains elements that consist 
of paired values of the independent input and the dependent output variables. A 
supeivised learning algorithm adjusts the network parameters according to the 
differences between the measured response and the network outputs corresponding to 
a given input. In practical applications the measurements are by definition subject to 
en'or. The learning algorithm should therefore be equipped with proper provisions to 
effectively filter out the noise. The most populai* algoritlmi available to train 
multilayer feed forwaid network is the eiTor back propagation algorithm (Baugliman 
and Liu, 1995). This algorithm is a trial and eiTor optimization method and is based 
on the error correction learning rule. A major drawback of this method is that there is 
no guarantee that is always converges or converges at global optimum point, 
especially when the number of neurons in each layer is large. Another difficulty with 
the back propagation algorithm is the extensive time required to train the network. 
Depending on the size of the neural network, ti aining can take hours or even days.
The recall phase
One of the most important aspects in developing neural networks is determining how 
well the network perfoims once tiaining is completed. First of all it should be 
deteimined responses (output vector) fiom data set used to tiain the network. Thus the 
input data which is used to tiain the network must be introduced to the network and 
the output error assess from the desired input-output response. A well trained network 
should be able to produce an output that deviates very little fr om the desired value.
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The generalization phase
In the generalization phase, the unseen feed inputs are fed to the ti ained network. If it 
sensibly interpolated the data; it is considered that the network generalized well. A 
well trained network should provide input-output mapping with good generalization 
capacity. To effectively visualize how well a network performs recall and 
generalization, a learning curve is often generated. The learning curve is a plot of 
average error for both recall of training data sets and generalization of data set not 
used in network training as a ftmction of the number of examples in the training data 
set. Figure 30 shows a typical learning curve divided into multiple training segments. 
Two main uses of the learning curve are:
(a) to find the number of training examples required to achieve a fixed 
average eiTor. hi Figure 30, the network reaches a fixed average error the 
approximately 5 time intervals.
(b) to estimate the minimum average error attainable thi'ough adding data sets. 
In Figure 30, the minimum average error for generalization is about 5%.
0.6
0.5
II
I Gj&neralizatioh
Recall0.1
Number of data points in the data set used for the ti*aining of the A N N
Figure 30. Typical learning cuiwe for a well trained neural network
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5.4.1.2. Disadvantages of multi-layer feed forward network
Multi-layer feed forward neural networks are the most popular ones. They have 
already been used as a tool to model and simulate various chemical processes (i.e 
Shaw et al., 1997). Ungar et al. (1990) point out that the limitation of these networks 
aie as follow:
1. Large number of iterations before convergence i.e. slow learning
2. Rapid forgetting due to seldom seen exemplars and the lack of first
principle knowledge.
5.4.2. Radial Basis Function network
The Radial Basis Function (RBF) which is a special class of multi-layer feed forward 
networks. Figure 31 shows a frequently used architectuie for a radial basis function 
network. These networks have just thiee layers, input layer, hidden layer and output 
layer. Powell (1985) surveyed the eaiiy work on RBF neuial networks.
Output layer
Input layer
H id d e n  la y e r  ( G a u s s ia n  t r a n s fe r  f u n c t io n )
Figui e 31. The aichitecture of a radial basis function networks
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Input layer
As input pattern enters the input layer and is subjected to a direct transfer function, 
i.e., the output of the node equals the input. Thus for an input vector x with elements 
Xi(i = 1 to N), the output fiom the input layer is also vector x.
Hidden layer
The hidden layer is the most important processing step in a radial basis function 
network. Its nodes satisfy the unique property of being radially symmetric, it must 
have the following:
(a) a center vector Ck in the input space, made of cluster centers, with elenients 
Cik(i = 1 to N). The vector is typically stored as the weight factors fiom the 
input layer to the hidden layer as being demonstrated in Figure 31.
(b) a distance measuie to deteimine how far an input vector x, with the 
elements X i( i  = 1 to N), is fiom the center vector Ck. Typically, the standard 
Euclidean distance measure between x and Ck to define a Euclidean 
suimnation, Ik ( k =1 to L) is used, where L is the number of nodes in the 
hidden layer:
^k“ l|  ^ k^|| — i^k) (5*5)
i=I
(c) a transfer function which transfoims the Euclidean summation Ik (k = 1 to 
L) to give an output for each node. This Gaussian fiinction also has a width 
of (Jk( k =1 to L). The resulting output fiom the k*’' node, Vk( k = 1 to L) is:
Vk = exp (5.6)
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To summarize, the hidden layer processes the output from the input layer in two steps, 
namely, a distance calculation, equation (5.5), and a transfer function, equation (5.6).
Output layer
As Figure 31 shows, there are weight factors Wkj( k = 1 to L; j = 1 to M) between the 
k^ '^  node in the hidden layer and the node in the output layer. The output vector yj (j 
= 1 to M) would be found fr om the output layer through a standard procedure as in the 
back propagation network.
With respect to this network, learning is equivalent to finding a surface in a multi­
dimensional space that provides a best fit to the learning data. Correspondingly, 
generalization is equivalent to the use of this multidimensional surface to interpolate 
the test data. The construction of a RBF network in its most basic form involves three 
entirely different layers. The input layer is made up of inputs nodes. The second layer 
is a hidden layer of high enough dimensions, which serves a different purpose from 
that in the multilayer feed foiward network. The output layer supplies the response of 
the network to the activation patterns applied to the input layer. In contrast to the 
multilayer feed fbiward network, the transformation from the input space to the 
hidden layer space is non-linear, whereas the transformation from the hidden layer 
space to the output space is linear. When the output vector has just one element, like 
in the case of diffusion, the biggest advantages of RBF networks is that the tiaining 
phase, unlike the multilayer feed foiward network, has an exact solution, which is 
discussed in detail in the section on the modeling of the experimental data.
5.5. Modeling of experimental data using RBF neural network
Although the previous investigations have not been successful in producing a 
generally applicable conelation for the prediction of molecular diffusion of gases in 
liquids at high pressures, they have nevertheless been successful in identifying the
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main vaiiables affecting molecular diffusion of a gas in a liquid. The results of this 
work and previous findings can be expressed by the following functional relationship:
D = F{j^c , , MWl , Dq ,P ,T ) (5.7)
Equation (5.7) can be expressed in terms of dimensionless groups:
pD,
V o  Mi MWg MW, ÜQ o, P t ''
F q ^GQ ^10 ^0
(5.8)
The subscript zero in equation (5.8) refers to the diffusivity and physical properties of 
the solution at standaid conditions. This functionality is complex and may exhibit 
strong non-linearity with respect to some variables. A regression approach may be 
adopted; however, the selection of an appropriate regression equation would be 
problematic and empirical. Furthermore, when new experimental data are available 
retuning the model is difficult and time consuming. Therefore, in the following it is 
attempted to investigate the applicability of a neural network to the above 
functionality. As aforementioned, in the cases similar to this problem, where the 
output vector has just one element, the RBF is more suitable than multilayer feed 
foiward neural networks.
The input vector may be defined by vector X and it contains eight variables:
...... (5.9)
where the elements xi to Xi aie viscosity ratio, moleculai* weight ratio, molar volume 
ratio and finally pressure and temperature ratios coixesponding to the elements on the 
right hand side of equation (5.8). The output vector has one element, which is 
diffusivity, D. The RBF training phase has an exact solution and does not need a trial 
and eiTor optimization approach. The problem can be stated as follows:
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For a set of N different input conditions obtained from the experiment at various 
operating conditions defined as:
|i = l,2, (5.10)
and a corresponding set of N diffusion coefficients:
{ D , e R '  |i = l,2,...,N } (5.11)
the objective is to find a function defined as:
F : R * - > R ‘ (5.12)
This function must satisfy the interpolation condition of:
F(xj) = D; , i = l ,2,---- ,N (5.13)
Note that for strict inteipolation as specified here, the interpolating surface (i.e. 
function F) is constrained to pass through all the training data points.
The RBF networks consist of choosing a function F that has the following form 
(Powell, 1988):
F{x) = ^  -  A:,II) (5.14)/=!
where
{p (1|x - a:,|)| (5.15)
is a set of N nonlineai' functions known as radial basis functions and || • |{ denotes a 
norm that is taken to be Euclidean. The known data points {xj eR^i  = 1,2,...,N } aie
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taken to be the centers of the radial basis functions. Substituting the interpolation 
conditions of equation (5.13) in (5.14) the following- set of simultaneous linear 
equations for the unknown coefficients (weights) of the expansion can be obtained:
9n  * P\N W , D,
^2N W 2 D;
^N1 ’ Pnn _ - W n _ Dn.
(5.16)
where
(5.17)
(p(') is an aibitraiy nonlinear function known as radial basis function. In this work, the 
best results are obtained using a multivariate spine basis function:
Let
ç?(r) = r  ^  • ln(r) 
W = [ w i , W 2 , - - - , W N r
(5.18)
(5.19)
The N by 1 vectors D and w represent the desired response vector and linear' weight 
vector, respectively. Let 0  denote an N by N matrix with elements (pji :
Hence equation (5.16) may then be rewritten in compact form:
<Dw= D
(5.20)
(5.21)
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Providing that the data points are all distinct, the matrix 0  is definite. Therefore, 
equation (5.21) can be solved for the weight vector w:
w = 0 “’D (5.22)
In practice, some of the experimental data points may be very close to each other or 
identical. Therefore, the interpolation matrix 0  would be singular* or very close to
singular and, as a consequence, equation (5.22) cannot be solved. For these
conditions, regularization theor*y can be used to stabilize the solution of equation 
(5.22) by perturbing matrix 0  to 0  + XI. The principle of the regularization theory is 
finding the function F(x) which minimizes the cost function ^(F) defined by (Powell, 
1988):
^{f ) = 1 ( F)  + ^ X p ) (5.23)
where 1 is a regularization parameter, ^g(F) and ^c(F) are the standard error and 
regularization terms, defined as (Poggio and Girosi; 1990a):
(5.24)
where P is a linear differential operator. Operator P is generally referred as a stabilizer 
in the sense that it stabilizes the solution F, making it smooth and therefore 
continuous. Substituting equation (5.24) into equation (5.23) gives:
(5.25)^  J=1 ^
l i s a  positive real number called regularization parameter. In paiticular, the limiting 
case X approching zero implies that the problem is unconstrained, with the solution
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F(x) being completely deteimined from the training data. On the other hand, the other 
limiting case, X approching infinity, implies that the data are unreliable. Using the 
Green’s Function Theorem (Poggio and Girosi; 1990a) the minimization solution of 
equation (5.23) yields:
N
f (x )  = 2 ]  W/ G { x ;  X .  ) (5.26)j=i
where
^  = (5.27)
In matrix notation equations (5.26) and (5.27) become:
F = GW (5.28)
and
Àf r = l ( D - F )  (5.29)
G(x; Xi) are Green’s functions centered at Xi, i = 1 to N. These functions depend only 
on the Euclidean fomi of the difference vector (x -  Xj) as defined by:
G{X-,X,) = C^\X-X,\\) (5.30)
Eliminating matrix F between equations (5.28) and (5.29) and rearranging the terms, 
yields:
(G + A/)PF = Z) (5.31)
The solution of linear* system equation (5.31) for the unknown weight vector, W, and 
the appropriate value of regularization parameter X yields:
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W = {G + m Y'D (5.32)
In such a case, the regularization solution of equation (5.26) reduces to:
F(x) = 2W iG (j|x-x,|) (5.33)
i=l
5.6. Network architecture
Figure 32 depicts the architectur e of the network for a single output used in this work. 
This network is obtained from the expansion of equation (5.33) in terms of the 
Green’s function G(x; x,) centered at x\. It consists of three layers. The first layer is 
the input layer and the number of its nodes is equal to the dimension of the input 
vector x; in this work it is equal to eight. The second layer is the hidden layer, 
composed of nonlinear units that ar e connected directly to all of the nodes in the input 
layer. There is one hidden imit for each data point X{, i=l to N, where N is the number 
of training data. The activation functions of the individual units in the hidden layer are 
defined by the Green’s functions. The output layer consists of a single linear unit and 
its output is diffusivity. The only parameters that need to be trained in this network 
are the linear* weights in the output layer. Equation (5.32) may be used to obtain 
weight vector W, for a specified output vector D. First about 40 sets of the available 
experimental data are randomly partitioned into two sets. About eight data are set 
aside for testing the network integrity and robustness after training. The remaining 
data are used to train the network by solving equation (5.32) for the unknown weight 
vector. The program has been written in Matlab environment using its neural network 
tool box. List of the program is given in Appendix B.
Once the weight vector is calculated, the most important remaining task is to 
detei*mine how well the network performs at the completion of the training. Checking 
the performance of a trained network involves the following two main criteria:
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Figure 32. Regularized radial basis function network architecture
(1) how well the neural network recalls the output vector from the data set used to 
train the network; and
(2) how well the network predicts responses for test data sets that were not used in 
tr aining (i.e. generalization of the network)
As discussed before, network performance is easily tested through the generation of 
the learning curve. The learning curve is a plot of absolute mean average error for 
both recall of learning data and generalization of data sets not used in network 
training as a function of the number of examples in the training data sets. Figure 33 
shows learning curves obtained for the data which are used in learning and recall 
phases. The network reaches fixed average errors of 2.5% approximately after about 
10 data sets.
The neural network prediction of diffusion coefficients of methane in the liquid 
dodecane is plotted in Figure 34 as a function of liquid phase viscosity and operating 
pressure at different temperatures.
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Figure 34. Variation o f  diffusion coefficient o f  methane in dodecane with pressure
and liquid phase viscosity.
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The predicted results are also compared with the experimental data. The results 
illustrate that excellent agreement exist between the prediction of the network and the 
experimental data. It also clearly illustrates that as operating pressuie increases more 
gas dissolves in the liquid phase, hence viscosity of the solution decreases and as a 
result diffusivity of gas in the liquid phase increases. The applicability of the neural 
network for the prediction of diffusion coefficient is further demonstrated in Figures 
35 and 36 where all the experimental data over a wide range of pressmes and 
temperatures are compared with values predicted from the neural network. The 
absolute mean average error between the prediction and the experimental data is less 
than 3% which shows the applicability of the neural network.
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Figure 35. Comparison of measured diffusion coefficient with values predicted from 
the neural network in different temperatures
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Figure 36. Comparison of measured diffusion coefficient with values predicted from 
the neural network in different pressures
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
6.1 Conclusions
The diffusion coefficients of methane in dodecane and in a typical Iranian cmde oil 
have been measured over a wide range of pressure and temperature using a precision 
high-pressure diffusion apparatus. Initially, a mathematical model is developed to 
describe the diffusion process in the diffusion cell using semi-infinite boundary 
conditions, hr this model, a variable power profile assumption has been made which 
allows simples approximate analytical solutions to be written for diffusion controlled 
moving- boundary condition. The solutions offer a significant improvement over 
previously reported solutions for fixed boundary conditions which assume a parabolic 
profile and provide estimates of mass transfer rates which are valid for all diffusion 
times. Measurements of diffusion coefficients at high pressure are made conveniently 
by measuring the motion of the interface between gas and liquid phases. Composition 
measurement at high pressure is not required though solubility data and molar voliune 
must be available. From these measurements the following specific conclusions can 
be drawn:
1. The results show that as the operating pressure is increased the solubility of 
methane in the solvent is increased. Therefore, the viscosity of the solutions is 
decreased; as a result the molecular diffusion of methane in the dodecane and the 
crude oil is also increased. In this investigation the maximum value of diffusion 
coefficient is obsei'ved at pressure coiresponding to the point at which the gas phase is 
disappeared and all dissolved in the liquid phase. As the pressure is further increased 
and density of the solution increased and, as a result the diffusion coefficient is 
decreased.
2. When the operating temperature is increased, the viscosity of the solvent is 
decreased; as a result the molecular diffusion of methane in dodecane and crude oil is 
increased.
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3. The diffusivity of methane in both dodecane and crude oil at high pressures is 
dependent primarily on solvent viscosity as determined from measurements of 
diffusivities at various pressures. While this correlation can predict the diffusivity of 
methane in dodecane, it is purely empirical and its application is limited to the range 
of the experimental conditions which is used in this investigation.
4. The predictions of various correlations from the literature are compared with the 
experimental data. The agreement between experimental data and predicted values 
can be recormnended to be used for the prediction of the diffusivity of hydrocarbon 
gases in liquids at high pressur es.
5. The suitability of artificial neural networks for identification of the process 
variables is evaluated. The radial basis function neural network architecture was used 
successfully to predict the diffusion coefficients of solute gases in hydrocarbon 
liquids and crude oil. The experimental data of the present investigation and some 
data reported in the literature by other investigators have been used to train this 
network. The trained network can predict the diffusivity of hydrocarbon gases in 
liquids solvents which were been used in tliis investigation. The advantage of this 
approach is not only that all variable are implemented in the network but that it can 
also easily be retrained when new experimental data are available.
6.2. Future work
1. All present experiments are performed with pure gas which means that there is no 
resistance against mass transfer in the gas phase. In reality there are always some 
impurities in the gas phase which may have significant effects on the rate of mass 
transfer of methane into the liquid phase. It is recommended to perform some 
experiments in the presence of ethane and propane in the gas phase as impurities to 
clarify the effect of gas phase resistance against diffusion of methane into the liquid 
phase.
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2. In the last test, the liquid selected was a typical Iranian cmde oil which caused 
some difficulties and problems in measuring the change of liquid level during the test. 
Hence, different method for measuring diffusivity of gases into crude oil should be 
investigated.
3. In this work the experimental data for cmde oil are limited only to one temperature. 
The reason, as disscused before, was that recording the interface with cmde oil is 
difficult, time consuming and subject to error. It is recommended to perform 
experiments with crude oil under constant volume and variable pressure where 
detecting the swelling height is not needed and only the pressure need to be recorded.
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Appendix A- Derivation of equation (4.41)
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Appendix B, List of program for solving finite diffemce equation of continuity with 
time dependent diffusion coefficient.
function fig = Diffusion()
setDif%ath;
load DiffMat
Main_Hndl = figure('Units',’points',...
’windowstyle’,'normal’,...
'CloseRequestFcn','DIFF_closereq’, ...
’Color',[0.75 0.75 0.75],...
'Colormap',matO,...
'FileName','D:\MATLAB3\workVDIFF\GUI\HSim.m',... 
'MenuBar','none',...
'Name','Diff Simulator V 1.0 ...
'NumberTitle’,’off,...
'PaperPosition',[18 180 576 432],...
'PaperUnits','points',...
'Position',[174.75 188.25 221.25 158.25],...
'Resize','off,...
'ResizeFcn','figure(gcf);redraw',...
'Tag','DIFFMain',...
'TooIBar','none');
%Initialize Menu
%1-File Menu and its children
File Hndl = uimenu('Paient',Main_Hndl,...
'Label','&File',...
'Tag','File'); 
h2 = uimenu('Pai'enf,File_Hndl,...
'Callback','DIFFmenu("New Project",gcf)',... 
'Label','&New Project',...
'Tag','NewProjecf);
Open Hndl = uimenu('Parenf,File_Hndl,...
'Label','&Open',...
'Tag','Open');
OpenData_Hndl=uimenu('Parenf ,Open_Hndl,... 
'Callback','DIFFmenu("OpenDataFile",gcf)',...
'Label','Open &Data File',...
'T ag','OpenDataFile'); 
OpenOutput_Hndl==uimenu('Pai*ent',Open_Hndl,... 
'Callback','DIFFmenu("OpenOutput",gcf)',...
'Label','Open &Results File',...
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’Tag','OpenOutput');
h2 = mmenu('Pai'ent',FiIe_Hndl,...
’Callback’,'DIFFmenu("SaveInputs",gcf)',...
'Label’,’&Save Inputs’, ...
'Separator','on',...
'Tag','SaveInputs'); 
h2 = uimenu('Parent',File_Hndl,...
'Callback','DIFFmenu("SaveOutputs",gcf)',...
'Label','S&ave Outputs',...
'Tag','SaveOutputs'); 
h2 = uimenu('Parent',File_Hndl,...
'Callback','DIFF closereq',...
'Label','Exit',...
'Separator','on',...
'Tag','Exit');
%2-Feed Menu and its children 
hi = uimenu('Parent',Main_Hndl,...
'Callback','DIFFmenu("Feed",gcf)',...
'Enable','off,...
'Label','&Feed',...
'Tag’,'Feed');
%3-Run Menu and its children 
hi = uimenu('Pai-ent',Main_Hndl,...
'Label','&Run',...
'Tag','Run'); 
h2 = uimenu('Pai*ent',hl,...
'Callback','DIFFmenu("Run Project",gcf)',...
'Label','&Run Project',...
'Enable','off,...
'T ag','RunProj ecf ) ; 
h2 = uimenu('Pai’en f,h l,...
'Callback','DIFFmenu("Show Result",gcf)',...
'Sepaiator','on',...
'Label','&Show Result',...
'Enable','off,...
'T ag','ShowResult');
%4-Help Menu and its children 
hi = uimenu('Pai*enf,Main_Hndl,...
'Label','&Help',...
'Tag','Help'); 
h2 = uimenu('Paient',hl,...
'Callback','DIFFmenu("Content",gcbf)',...
'Label','&Content.. . . .
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'TagVContent'); 
h2 = uimenu('Pai-ent',hl,...
'CallbackVDIFFmenu("About Diff Simulator",gcbf)',...
'Label','&About Diff. Simulator...',...
'Tag’,’AboutPVASimulator');
111 = uicontrol('Parent',Main_Hndl,...
'Units','points',...
'BackgroundColor',[ 1 1 1],...
'Position',[5.25 3.75 213 150],...
'String','Welcom to DIFF Simulator',...
'Style','listbox',...
'Tag','MainListBox',...
'Value', 1); 
if nargout > 0, fig = Main Hndl; end
function [ds,ts]=timelQ
%This fimction is used for generating 
%time and date as a strings
c=fix(clock);
% c = [yeai' month day hour minute seconds]
yeai'=c(l);
month=c(2);
day=c(3);
%----------------
hour=c(4);
minute=c(5);
seconds=c(6);
ts=sprintf('%d: %d: %d',hour,minute,seconds); 
ds=date;
function setDiffpath(flag);
%This function is used for setting Diff simulator paths
%it must run any time Diff simulator used
%the path variables must set at the installation step
if nai'gin<l 
fiag=l; 
end;
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% Please set this path after installation 
% the softwaie
DiffP ath =['d:\diffusion\Diff ] ;
%------------------------------------------
% Please do not change the following section 
MainPath =[DiffPath,'\MainV];
GUIPath =[DiffPath,*\GUI\'] ;
MATHPath =[DiffPath;\MATH\'];
Datapath =[DiffPath,'\DataV];
%- Save OuPutPath in Config.mat 
d=dir(MainPath);
if ~isempty( findstr([d.nanie],'Config.mat’) ) 
delete([MainPath,'Config.mat']); 
end;
function RunDiff()
% PROGRAM FOR SOLVING IMPLICIT EQUATIONS 
% DIFFUSION SIMULATION BY VARRIBD LENGTH 
% D((d^2)c)/(d(x^2))=dc/dt 
% FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS :
% D(c(i+1 ,n+1 )-2.u(i,n+1 )+c(i-1 ,n+1 ))/(dx^2)=(c(i,n+1 )-c(i,n))/(dt)
% D(dt)/(dx^2)=lambda
% lambda.c(i-1 ,n+1 )-( 1 +2.lambda).c(i,n+1 )+lambda.c(i+1 ,n)=-c(i,n)
% tl : initial time 
% t2 : final time 
% dt : time interval 
% xl : first boundiy 
% x2 : srcond boundry 
% dx : distance interval
% 1-Load data 
clear all
load('swap','DIFFInput');
load(DIFFInput,'-mat'); %this load the Concen_PVA
dt=TStep;
t2=FTime;
D==DiffCoef; % diffusivity 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
tl=8000;
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nu=0.004424;
L0=121.2e-3;%m
Ci=56.54;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
xl=0;
dx=0.01*L0; %m 
x2=L0;
x(:,l)=[xl:dx:x2]'; 
t=[tl :dt:t2]; 
tol=0.1;
n=fix((t2-tl)./(dt))+l ; 
m=round((x2-xl)./(dx))+l ;
c=ones(m,n);
D1(1)=D; 
for i=l:m 
c(i,l)=0; 
end;
% plot(x(:,l),c(:,l)>’);
%hold on;
%pause(2);
%title(’IMPLICIT EQUATION ');
%xlabel(' Distance ’);
%y%label(' Function ');
A=zeros(m);
B=zeros(m,I);
dx(I)=dx;
L(1)=L0;
Cavexp=fun3(t,L0,nu); 
for k=2:n 
1=0; 
while 1
lainbda=D.*(dt)./(dx(k-1 ).^2); 
i=l;
A( 1,1 )=-( 1 +2. *lambda);
A( 1,2)=2. * lambda;
B(l)=-c(l,k-l); 
for i=2:(m-l)
A(i,i-l)=lambda;
A(i,i)=-(l+2.*lambda);
A(i,i+l)=lambda;
B(i)=-c(i,k-l);
end;
i=m;
A(m,m)=l;
B(m)=Ci;
C=A\B;
c(:,k)=C;
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cav=sum(C);
cav=cav./m;
Differ=abs(cav-Cavexp(k)); 
if (Differ<tol)
Cav(k)=cav;
L(k)=LO.*exp(nu. '®'cav); 
dx(k)=L(k)./ (m-1 ); 
x(:,k)=[xl :dx(k):L(k)]';
Dl(k)=D;
break
else
if cav < Cavexp(k)
D=D+.005e-8;
else
D=D-.005e-8;
end;
end;
M+1;
end;
k
end;
% -
%  ----------------
load config DataPath MainPath;
FileName-DIFFOut$$$.maf;
d=dir(DataPath);
if ~isempty( findstr([d.name],FileName) ) 
delete([DataPath,FileName]) ; 
end;
tl=t(:)./3600; %sec 
L=L(:);
Cav=Cav(:);
Cavexp=Cavexp(:);
D1=D1(:);
save a.mat t L Cav D1
save([DataPath,FileNaine],'tl YL','Cav','Cavexp','D 1 '); 
%save the name and path of outputs 
DIFFOutput=[DataPath,FileName] ; 
save([MainPath,'swap.mat'],'DIFFOutput',-append'); 
clear tl L Cav Cavexp D1 
clear DataPath;
%-----------------------------------------------------------------
function Cavexp=fun3(t,L0,nu) 
aa=123,644986;
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bb=2.19859e-5;
cc=3.7827e-9;
dd=-1.171e-ll;
ff=-31.7415101;
L=aa+bb.*t+cc.*t.^2+dd.*t.''^2.5+(ff./t.''0.5);
L=L./1000;
Cavexp=(l ./nu).*log(L./LO);
